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Quasi-isolation is a modern bridge seismic design philosophy where nonlinearity is 
permitted to occur in specific bearing components such that forces transferred into the 
substructure are reduced and isolation is achieved by sliding of the bearings.  The system is a 
pragmatic approach for providing earthquake resilient bridges in locations such as the eastern 
and central United States, as well as in many locations around the world where there is 
significant earthquake risk at long recurrence periods.  Such a seismic risk does not typically 
justify the design of a rigorous classical isolation system, but instead, a low-complexity, low-cost 
quasi-isolation approach could provide significant mitigation of earthquake effects.   
The proposed system employs a set of fixed bearings at one intermediate substructure, 
and all other substructures are instrumented with isolation bearings that permit thermal 
expansion such as elastomeric bearings with an elastomer-concrete sliding interface or 
elastomeric bearings with a PTFE (Teflon) to stainless steel sliding interface.  L-shaped steel 
side retainers are placed in the transverse direction of the elastomeric bearings, and along with 
the low-profile fixed bearings, these components prevent bridge movement during service 
loading, but break-off and permit sliding at high earthquake loads.   
This thesis outlines a base bridge prototype, with the anticipated nonlinear behaviors in 
the structural components defined in a finite element model of the global structure.  New 
nonlinear elements have been formulated to capture the bi-directional stick-slip behaviors in the 
bridge bearings and the bilinear (and eventual fracture) behavior of steel retainers and fixed 
bearings.  Longitudinal and transverse static pushover analyses are performed to demonstrate 
local limit states and progression of damage in the bridge structure. A large scale parametric 
study carried out to investigate the quasi isolated system performance on different superstructure 
types, substructure types, substructure heights, foundations and isolation bearing types.  
Different suites of ground motions are scaled and incremental dynamic analyses (IDA) are 
carried out for each parametric variation such that the sequence of damage and global seismic 
performance can be evaluated.  Results indicate that the bearing systems with the flat PTFE 
slider, would likely result in critical damage from the unseating of bearings at moderate and high 
seismic events in the New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ). The sequence of damage for many 
bridge cases indicates yielding of piers at low-earthquake hazards which justifies further 
iii 
 
calibration of the quasi-isolation bearing systems.  Finally the, type of ground motion, foundation 
stiffness, pier height and bearing type were noted to have significant influence on the global 
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1.1  Background 
Recent editions of bridge design codes, such as the Guide Specifications for LRFD 
Seismic Bridge Design (AASHTO 2009), have provided modernized provisions that alter the 
quantification of earthquake hazard. These design provisions have incorporated a design 
earthquake of 1000 year recurrence period (5% in 50 years), in comparison to the 500 year 
recurrence period (10% in 50 years) earthquake that was used in bridge design historically 
(FEMA 1988). Philosophies, innovation and seismic design techniques have been influenced 
primarily by the western United States, where there is a widely recognized risk of earthquakes.  
Significant earthquakes are known to have occurred in the eastern and mid-western United 
States, so it has become accepted that there is a seismic risk characterized by high-magnitude, 
low recurrence earthquakes.  Although this risk is now well accepted, many agencies east of the 
Rocky Mountains have been reluctant to adopt the same procedures that are used in high seismic 
regions, as they tend to be more expensive and complex for design and construction.  Alternative 
design procedures suited to the high-magnitude, low recurrence hazard,  can allow engineers to 
provide inexpensive systems that although not perfect for seismic loading will prevent collapse 
and limit damage during an earthquake.    
The modernization efforts in Illinois have brought forward the idea of quasi-isolation for 
highway bridges where the structure is intended to respond predictably, reliably, and elastically 
under service loading (including small seismic events). For larger seismic events on the other 
hand, certain bridge bearing components are intended to “fuse” and experience nonlinear 
behaviors that can allow for passive quasi-isolation of the bridge superstructure.  The quasi 
isolation system is intended to be a low-complexity, low-cost approach that would not follow the 
rigorous design necessary for a classical isolation systems (Buckle 1990; Naeim and Kelly 




1.2  Calibration and refinement of the ERS strategy  
The concept for this project stems from the Earthquake Resisting System (ERS) 
methodology currently in use by the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT). The project 
is a joint effort of the Illinois Center for Transportation (ICT) and IDOT, and aims at 
investigating systems with prescribed sequential fusing, which occurs when the ultimate 
capacities of specific components are exceeded.  More critical elements are designed based on 
the ultimate capacities of the fusing components so that the critical elements remain in service 
after an earthquake and prevent structural collapse of the bridge (Tobias et al. 2008).  The 
concept of this proposed system is an extension of a common bridge design methodology 
employed in high seismic regions of the United States, where the substructure and superstructure 
should remain elastic while a fusing mechanism is implemented at the interface between the two 
(AASHTO 2010; AASHTO 2009). The IDOT ERS allows for three distinct levels of fusing and 
redundancy, namely: (Level 1): permitting damage and failure of the bearing components to 
allow quasi-isolation; (Level 2): providing sufficient seat widths to permit the required sliding; 
(Level 3): permitting damage to the substructure elements so long as there is no span loss.   
To evaluate the performance of the quasi-isolated system, and to develop methods for 
improved calibration, a research project is underway at the University of Illinois with an 
oversight panel comprised of engineers from IDOT and from the Federal Highway 
Administration. The three year project is comprised of three overlapping and interconnected 
stages of research. 
 
Stage 1: Refinement and calibration of the fuse capacities and seismic redundancy that 
exists between superstructure and substructure. 
This stage includes rigorous experimental testing carried out in the Newmark Civil 
Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) at the University of Illinois (Filipov et al. 2010).  The 
experiments are aimed at investigating the nonlinear behavior of bridge bearings and 
auxiliary components that would create a quasi-isolated system. Experimental results 
documented in part by (Steelman et al. 2011) are followed by a comprehensive set of 
component analyses using Abaqus (Abaqus FEA 2010) and the findings will be used to 





Stage 2: Computational Simulation of Response of Bridge Systems 
This thesis focuses on the second phase of the project, which is the computational study 
used to characterize global bridge behavior of the quasi-isolated system. An initial part of 
this stage is to understand the bearing and component behaviors, and to incorporate these 
as part of a finite element analysis framework. Global bridge models are created that 
capture nonlinear behaviors in various elements and the system behavior is investigated 
using different analysis types.   
 
Stage 3: Refinement of Strength Reduction Factors φ and R-factors 
The final stage of the project will include processing of the system analyses results from 
Stage 2 to find improved design procedures for the current system and to find appropriate 
seismic strength reduction factors for common bridge systems.  Furthermore, this stage 
will investigate adequate, yet simplified nonlinear analysis methods and design 
procedures to be used by consultants for future bridge designs of typical Illinois bridges.  
 
1.3  The quasi-isolated bridge system 
There are an increasing number of bridge systems in Illinois that have the potential to 
reach a quasi-isolated seismic response although they have not been specifically designed to do 
so.  Elastomeric expansion bearings are becoming the preferred type of thermal expansion 
bearings, since they are easier to inspect and maintain than regular steel rocker bearings that have 
been used historically.  Figure 1.1 shows plan and elevation views of a typical bridge in Illinois 
where elastomeric bearings are used at the abutments and the first intermediate substruture, and a 
set of low-profile steel bearings are used at the second intermediate substructure.  
 
(a) Plan (b) Elevation 
Figure 1.1 Modern bridge system with a potential for a quasi-isolated response 
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Global bridge movements from serviceability loads are resisted by the low-profile 
bearings, attached to the substructure with anchor bolts, as well as L – shaped steel retainers that 
restrain transverse movement of the elastomeric bearings.  Within typical bridge design in 
Illinois two common types of elastomeric bearings are often implemented: (i) IDOT Type I 
bearings, fabricated using an elastomer reinforced with steel shims and placed directly on the 
concrete substructure (vulcanized to only a top steel plate); and (ii) IDOT Type II bearings, 
which consist of a bottom steel plate connected to the substructure and vulcanized to a steel-
reinforced elastomeric bearing, a middle plate vulcanized to the elastomer and coated on the top 
side with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), and a top plate with a stainless steel mating surface 
carrying the girder load directly onto the PTFE surface.  Figure 1.2 shows details of the low 
profile steel bearings and the elastomeric bearings with side retainers.   
 
 
(a) IDOT Type I, longitudinal view (b) IDOT Type I, transverse view 
(c) IDOT Type II, longitudinal view (d) Low-profile fixed, longitudinal view 
Figure 1.2 Bridge bearing types under consideration for quasi-isolated systems 
 
During a moderate to large earthquake, the low-profile bearings as well as the fixed 
bearings are intended to fail thereby allowing all bearings to slide.  This response would limit the 
forces that are transferred into the substructure, and would potentially result in period elongation 
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that would further reduce the seismic response of the structure.  Having large enough seat widths 
at the abutments and piers, the bearings would ideally slide freely causing no damage to the 
substructure and superstructure components.  Having followed a successful and limited sequence 
of damage, the bridge would remain serviceable even after a large seismic event, allowing for 
critical post-earthquake emergency response to occur. 
 
1.4  Motivation and objectives 
The purpose of the research outlined in this thesis is to better understand the performance 
of different bridge structures that implement bearing systems with the potential for a quasi-
isolated response.  These systems, while providing adequate seismic performance would not 
require complex design procedures and would be more cost effective than classical isolation 
systems that are used in high seismic risk regions.  Numerical models have been developed to 
capture the nonlinearities for bearings and other bridge components, and have been used to study 
the system behavior.  The analyses have been used to determine the sequence of damage, and 
general global performance of various bridge systems subject to increasing earthquake hazard 
typical for the New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ).  The results from this study are intended to 
inform the future calibration of seismic design procedures for bridges in Illinois.  
 
 
1.5  Organization of this thesis 
 
 Chapter 1 - Introduction 
This chapter provides a summary of the research project and motivation for the study 
of the quasi-isolated bridge system.  
 Chapter 2 – Base bridge model for nonlinear analyses 
A numerical bridge model is built using OpenSees (McKenna, Mazzoni, and Fenves 
2006), that can capture a variety of nonlinear behaviors expected to occur during a 
seismic event.  
 Chapter 3 – Computational modeling of nonlinear bearing components 
The formulation of new element models that can capture nonlinear bearing behaviors 




 Chapter 4 – Static pushover analyses of prototype bridge system 
The prototype bridge is subjected to lateral pushover analyses to investigate local 
nonlinear behaviors in the system. 
 Chapter 5 – Overview of parametric study 
This chapter presents the bridge variations used for a parametric study, and presents 
ground motions with appropriate scaling procedures to simulate seismic hazard for 
the NMSZ. 
 Chapter 6 – Dynamic analyses of quasi-isolated systems 
Sample dynamic analyses of a single bridge system are presented, and procedures for 
incremental hazard analysis and sequence of damage identification are shown.  
 Chapter 7 – Results of parametric study 
This chapter summarizes the results and findings of the parametric study.  
 Chapter 8 – Conclusions 







BASE BRIDGE MODEL FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSES 
 
The global system models were analyzed using the open source, nonlinear seismic 
analysis program Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees 2006).  One 
base prototype bridge model was developed with the capability to capture a variety of nonlinear 
behaviors that may be encountered in the event of an earthquake.  The model was further 
modified and expanded as part of the later parametric study to simulate different element 
capacities and to capture different nonlinear behaviors.  This chapter presents and explains the 
assumptions and measures taken to create valid global models for the various bridges considered 
herein.  Table 2.1 shows the variety of parametric variations that will be considered in Chapter 5.  
 




The research focused on continuous bridge structures with steel and concrete 
superstructures and simply supported abutment conditions.  Substructures considered include 
Parameter Alternatives 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
50' - 50' - 50' * * * *
60' - 60' - 60' * * * *
80' - 120' - 80' * * * *
Continuous Wall * * * * * *
Multi Column Pier * * * * * *
Short - 15' * * * * * *






All (24) of the above bridges are modeled with
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All (12) of the above bridges are modeled with
2
Elastomeric Type I and Type II Bearings
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multi-column and wall piers of different heights.  The parametric study further considers both the 
IDOT Type I and Type II bearings which differ in coefficient of friction and overall global 
response. Two cases of soil stiffness are considered, but only for pile driven foundation 
structures.   Integral abutment bridges, bridges with very flexible foundation types (single row 
piles or spread footing foundations) and bridges with skew are not considered.  Although the 
quasi isolation system may be applicable to those bridge configurations, there would likely be 
many other considerations which should be taken as part of a seismic analysis.  
In the past years many researchers have modeled typical highway bridges which are in 
ways similar to what is considered in this project(Wang, Chung, and Liao 1998; Choi, 
DesRoches, and Nielson 2004; Bignell and LaFave 2010; Aviram, Mackie, and Stojadinovic 
2008).  Some similar approaches have been taken into this prototype model and alternative 
methods have been used as needed.  An important goal of this bridge model is that all important 
aspects of behavior are captured, while the model remains computationally efficient.  For the 
global parametric study each bridge model would be run hundreds of times for different 
intensities of various ground motions. 
 
2.1  Basic bridge prototype 
The base prototype bridge (shown in Figure 1.1) is a three-span continuous steel I-girder 
composite stringer superstructure on multi-column (4) pier substructures (all proportioned in 
accordance with the IDOT bridge manual (IDOT 2009)).  The bridge deck allows for two lanes 
of traffic, and it is constructed with six girders that act compositely with a 20.3 cm (8 in.) thick 
concrete deck.  All deck elements are calibrated and modeled with appropriate elastic stiffness. 
The prototype bridge has multi-column piers that are 4.5 m (15 ft) tall and are modeled with 
beam-column elements with hinges and fiber sections that capture material nonlinearities in the 
concrete and reinforcing steel. The bearings elements are modeled explicitly for each girder at 
each substructure to consider the important nonlinear effects.  The prototype system is modeled 
with a fixed base, representing a stiff rocky substrate and steadfast foundation elements, but the 
model is also capable of capturing nonlinear behavior for more flexible foundation boundary 
condition scenarios.  The nonlinear behavior of the abutment backwalls is modeled with a 5cm 
(2in.) gap from the bridge deck allowing for a thermal expansion cavity at the abutments, and a 




configuration used in this parametric study, low-profile fixed bearings are installed at the second 
intermediate pier (Pier 2), while Type I or Type II elastomeric expansion bearings are used at the 
other pier and abutment locations.  The prototype bridge uses Type I isolation bearings where 
sliding occurs at the elastomer to concrete interface.  Figure 2.1 shows the finite element mesh 
for the prototype bridge, when the superstructure is loaded to the left in the longitudinal direction 




Figure 2.1. Mesh of base bridge model created using OpenSees 
 
2.2 Overview of the modeling of bearing elements 
The bearing elements presented in Figure 1.2 are the primary connection between the 
superstructure and substructure, and are considered to be of primary importance to the global 
behavior of the bridge structure.  To accurately capture three-dimensional bridge behavior in a 
numerical simulation, the bearing element models must be capable of properly representing 
movement in any arbitrary direction in plan.  As a result, a bearing model that is defined by 
uncoupled behavior in two orthogonal directions would not be fully suitable, and would likely 
result in underestimating system displacements and overestimating forces. The importance of bi-
directional bearing implementation has been shown in previous research (Mosqueda, Whittaker, 
and Fenves 2004), and is partially portrayed through the pushover analyses shown in Chapter 4.   
The typical bearings for quasi-isolated systems were investigated using experimental tests 
to better quantify the various nonlinear behaviors (Filipov et al. 2010; Steelman et al. 2011). The 
elastomeric bearings exhibited typical friction sliding behaviors for both the elastomer to 
concrete and the PTFE to stainless steel sliding interfaces.  The steel retainers showed elasto-
plastic yield characteristics followed by fracture, and the low-profile fixed bearings exhibit 
somewhat similar behaviors as observed in prior research.  To model these nonlinear behaviors 
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area.  Flexural stiffnesses are reduced by a factor of 0.75 to account for deck cracking.  Axial 
stiffness of the deck includes both the concrete and steel components, and the torsional stiffness 
of the deck is modeled using the bare steel or precast concrete areas, while neglecting any 
contribution from the slab.   
Diaphragm elements for the bridges are included per the IDOT bridge design manual 
(IDOT 2009) using linear elastic beam elements.   The short and long steel superstructures use 
C12x25 U.S. and C15x40 U.S. shapes respectively, while the precast concrete girders are 
assumed to be cast together at support locations.  It is noted that the deck diaphragms can be a 
location of critical damage if they are inadequate to transfer forces from the slab deck to the 
bearing supports. The most critical location would likely be at the intermediate piers, since the 
bearing components are designed for much higher dead loads there than at the abutments.   The 
diaphragm capacities are evaluated as part of Stage 3 of this project, which will be reported in 
future publications. Tables with the expected diaphragm forces will be produced as a result of the 
computational study shown in this thesis. These demands are presented in Chapter 7 and can 
later be compared to the appropriate diaphragm capacities to determine if diaphragm failure is 
likely.  Failure or inelasticity of the diaphragm elements can lead to local damage of the bridge 
girders, and potential local or global collapse.  Diaphragm damage should be avoided at all costs 
to permit for an effective quasi isolated response.  
To model the bridge deck, properties have been based on typical bridge designs observed 
in Illinois.  The concrete capacity of the slab is fc’=24 MPa (3500 psi), the reinforcement is 
assumed to have a yield strength of Fy= 410 MPa (60 ksi) but its contribution is neglected for 
most calculations. The steel girders are ASTM A572 with a yield capacity of Fy= 345 MPa (50 
ksi). The precast girder used for one of the parametric cases is assumed to have a concrete 
strength capacity of fc’=41 MPa (6000 psi).  The stiffness of steel components is assumed to be 
Es = 200 GPa (29000 ksi) and the concrete stiffness is calculated as 4730 'C cE f  in MPa (
57,000 'cf in psi).  The shear modulus for both steel and concrete is calculated as 
2*(1 )
EG   .  
A cross-section view of the bridge deck is shown in Figure 2. 3 with some basic 
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equivalent stiffness of the entire deck is reduced by a factor of 0.75 and is distributed evenly 
among the six longitudinal girders.  The deck stiffness is modeled in the transverse members 
such that the girders are linked for torsional stiffness and out of plane deformation.  The bridge 
deck properties for the three types of bridges considered in the parametric study are shown in 
Table 2.2. 
 
Table 2.2 Deck propertied to be considered in parametric study 
 
 
The superstructure model for each parametric variation has been compared and validated 
with elastic approximations of an equivalent elastic deck subject to nominal loads.   
Figure 2.5 (a) shows the superstructure model of the Short steel variation subjected to 
vertical loading.  A 24 m (80 ft) span is fixed on one end, simulating a cantilever, and is loaded 
in the vertical direction with the distributed dead load of the deck.  The theoretical elastic 
deformations used for comparison of the deck performance in  
Basic Deck Properties
Deck width - m (ft) 13 (42) 13 (42) 13 (42)
Deck thickness - cm (in) 20 (8) 20 (8) 20 (8)
Girder type
Span lengths - m (ft)
Girder Depth - cm (in) 68 (26.7) 99 (39) 975 (384)
Girder Area - cm2 (in2) 160 (24.8) 344 (53.3) 332805 (51584.84)
Girder Ixx - cm4 (in4) 18387 (2850) 85161 (13200) 35951 (5572.38)
Girder Iyy - cm4 (in4) 684 (106) 2135 (331) 332805 (51584.84)
Girder J - cm4 (in4) 18 (2.81) 125 (19.3) 332805 (51584.84)
Girder Weight - kN/m (kips/ft) 7 (0.504) 16 (1.098) 35 (2.4)
Concrete Deck Weight - kN/m  (kips/ft) 67 (4.575) 67 (4.575) 67 (4.575)
Asphalt Topping Weight - kN/m  (kips/ft) 11 (0.75) 11 (0.75) 11 (0.75)
Parapets Weight - kN/m (kips/ft) 11 (0.75) 11 (0.75) 11 (0.75)
Total deck weight - kN/m (kips/ft) 96 (6.579) 105 (7.173) 124 (8.475)
Deck Modeling Properties (Based on concrete stiffness of 23.2 MPa / 3370 ksi)
Transvere composite modulus Iyy - m4 (ft4) 42 (4845.7) 63 (7250.367) 65 (7555.212)
Vertical composite modulus Ixx - m4 (ft4) 0.19 (22.2) 0.67 (77.42816) 0.53 (60.8576)
Composite area - m4 (ft2) 0.26 (30.2) 0.32 (37.54985) 0.33 (38.47497)
Shear stiffness of slab only GA - kN/m (kip)/in 640080 (5664960.0) 640080 (5664960) 640080 (5664960)
K/GA for slab - 1/kN (1/kip) 4.76E-08 (2.12E-07) 4.76E-08 (2.12E-07) 4.76E-08 (2.12E-07)
Transverse flex. stiffness EIyy - MN*m2 (kip*in2) 971717 (3.39E+11) 1453942 (5.07E+11) 1515074 (5.28E+11)
Vertical flex. stiffness EIxx - MN*m2 (kip*in2) 4458 (1.55E+09) 15527 (5.41E+09) 12204 (4.25E+09)
W690x125 (W27x84 U.S.) W1000x272 (W40x183 U.S.)  91.4cm (36 in.) PPC I-Girder
15.2-15.2-15.2 (50-50-50) 24.4-36.6-24.4 (80-120-80) 18.3-18.3-18.3 (60-60-60)
Bridge Type




Figure 2.5 (b) are calculated based Euler beam theory. Generally there is a good match 
between the OpenSees model and the idealistic approximation.  
 
 
(a) Isotropic view of deflected cantilever 
bridge deck subject to pure gravity load 
(b) Deformation of OpenSees 
model compared to idealistic equations
 
Figure 2.5  Validation of deck model for 1.0D vertical loading 
 
The grid model was subjected   to a distributed transverse load of 2.5 times the dead load, 
and a 200 times scaled deformation plot is shown in  
Figure 2.6 (a).  The theoretical shear deformations are estimated using Timoshenko beam 
theory and Euler equations are again used to calculate the flexural deformations.  The grid model 
that uses only flexural stiffness of elements provides a reasonable approximation of the deck 
behavior. Although shear deformations are noted for the transverse loading of the deck, their 
magnitude is low enough, that they are considered negligible in the overall seismic response.  
The discretization of the bridge was refined several times, and 3 m (10 ft) long elements were 
chosen as the final deck segments.  This discretization was shown to be sufficient in capturing all 
necessary bridge behavior.  
   
 
(a) Plan view of deflected bridge 
deck subject to transverse load 
(b) Deformation of OpenSees model 
compared to theoretical equations 
 
Figure 2.6  Validation of deck model for 2.5D transverse loading 
 


























OpenSees Grid Deck & 0.75 I-deck
























Theoretical-No Shear Deformation & 0.75 I-deck
Theoretical-With Shear Deformation & 0.75 I-deck




A final consideration for the deck model was the mass distribution along the height and 
width of the superstructure.  In addition to the grid model outlined above, a different model of 
the bridge superstructure was created using beam and shell elements, where mass was distributed 
accurately in all three dimensions.  The shell model was computationally expensive and was 
replaced by the much more computationally efficient grid model, however, it did show that mass 
distribution was not uniform along the bridge width.  Since the parapets are offset in the 
transverse direction from the center of the bridge deck, they typically cause the highest gravity 
loads to be seen in the outside girders, and alter the load distribution of the inside girders as well.  
This load distribution influences individual bearing loads, and thereby friction break-off forces. 
This behavior is briefly illustrated with lateral pushover analyses in Chapter 4. To capture the 
appropriate distribution of loads along the bridge width, a simplified model was built to simulate 
the slab and parapet load distribution along the six beam lines.  The reactions shown in Figure 
2.7 represent girder loads in US kips per 30 cm (1 ft) of deck length.  The reactions obtained 
from the analysis are distributed proportionally along the length of the grid superstructure model 
as shown in Figure 2.8. Furthermore, rigid links are used to distribute the loads vertically to 
capture the vertical center of mass of the concrete deck.  The vertical mass distribution causes 
overturning effects and changes the bearing load pattern along the bridge width. Chapter 4 shows 
the overturning effects and the variation of bearing loads due to a transverse pushover analysis, 
however it should be noted that full uplift of bearings was not observed in any of the analyses 
presented in this thesis.   
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2.4.1 Multi-column piers 
The column (and wall piers) can experience nonlinear phenomena such as cracking and 
flexural and shear yielding when subjected to high lateral loads.  Different elements, element 
discretization and fiber sections were investigated to find an appropriate method for modeling a 
single cantilever, and dual curvature columns.  The distributed plasticity model proposed by 
(Scott and Fenves 2006)  was used, as it captures the curvature in  the plastic hinge regions as 
shown in Figure 2.10 (a), which well matches concrete column behavior.  The plastic hinge 
length is defined per (Berry, Lehman, and Lowes 2008), as 0.05 0.1 / 'p y b cl L f d f   in MPa (
0.05 0.008 / 'p y b cl L f d f  in psi) is used, where L is distance from the critical section to the 
point of contraflexure, fy is the longitudinal rebar yield strength, db is the longitudinal rebar 
diameter, and fc’ is the concrete strength.   
A fiber section (Figure 2.10 (b)), was used to model the nonlinear material behavior in 
the plastic hinge regions of the column.  To provide consistently reliable results the section was 
discretized to have 15 fiber wedges, 15 fiber rings of confined concrete, 5 fiber rings of un-
confined concrete and the necessary number of fibers to simulate each rebar individually.  The 
reinforcement was modeled by using the OpenSees Steel 02 - material model (Figure 2.11(a)), 
while the un-confined and confined concrete were modeled using the OpenSees Concrete 02 
material model (Figure 2.11(b)).  Concrete properties were defined as follows: a confined-to-
unconfined concrete strength ratio of 1.25, concrete tensile capacity ft = 0.12fc’, and concrete 
modulus of elasticity 4730 'C cE f  in MPa (57,000 'cf in psi).  Sufficient transverse 
confining reinforcement is assumed present, such that the full moment capacity of the pier can be 
developed without bar buckling, and before shear failure occurs in the system.   Modifying the 
material properties, as well as column and section geometries, it was possible to validate the 
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results of (Ang, Priestley, and Paulay 1989) is shown in Figure 2.14.  The model properties used 
to match these results include: a pier diameter of 40 cm (16 in.), pier height of 100 cm (39 in.), 
an axial load of 750 kN (170 kips), and a vertical reinforcement ratio of  3.2% 
 
Figure 2.12 Validation of bridge column model with results from Kowalsky et al.1999 – 
Experiment FL3 
 
Figure 2.13 Validation of bridge column model with results from Chai et al. 1991 – Test 3 



















Kowalsky et al. 1999 Fiber Section






















Figure 2.14 Validation of bridge column model with results from Ang et al. 1985 
 
The columns used for the basic bridge prototype are spaced at 3.05 m (10 ft), and they are 
4.6 m (15 ft) tall from the top of pile cap to the bottom of the pier cap. They have a 0.91 m (3 ft) 
diameter, are constructed of 24.1 MPa (3500 psi) normal-weight concrete, and are reinforced 
with eleven 29 mm (U.S. #9) longitudinal bars (with 3.8 cm (1.5 in.) clear cover).  Design 
specifications for the remainder of bridges in the parametric study are available in Chapter 5.  
The stiffness of the columns is reduced by 0.75 to account for initial cracking effects.  For the 
parametric study it was important to define the limit states of concrete piers, so cracking, and 
more importantly steel yielding effects were monitored.  Figure 2.15 shows a force-displacement 
hysteresis for a typical IDOT cantilever column that would be used for a short bridge structure.  
The same column subjected to double curvature bending is shown in Figure 2.16.  The double 
curvature scenario is more typical for the column capacity and stiffness when the bridge is 
subject to transverse loads.   
























Figure 2.15. Force-displacement hysteresis and limit states for typical 4.6 m (15 ft) IDOT 
column subject to single curvature cyclic loading 
 
 
Figure 2.16. Force-displacement hysteresis and limit states for typical 4.6 m (15 ft) IDOT 
column subject to double curvature cyclic loading 
 
2.4.2 Wall substructures 
A wall that was 9.45m (35ft) wide and 91.4cm  (3 ft) thick was chosen to be used for all 
cases with wall substructures, with vertical reinforcement placed at 3.81 cm (1.5 in) clear cover . 



















































The clear height of the wall between the  pile cap and the pier cap were varied for the tall and 
short substructure cases, and varied between  4.5 m (15 ft) and 12.2 m (40 ft). Basic analysis  of 
this type of substructure as well as observance of some existing bridge drawings showed that 
relatively low reinforcement ratios (ρ = 0.001 to ρ = 0.005)  were necessary to provide the design 
capacity for this system. Reinforcement was designed for the various parametric systems 
resulting in the use of two reinforcement configurations. One system employed a reinforcement 
ratio of ρ = 0.0015 which is applicable for most designs and ρ = 0.0019 was used for tall  12.2m 
(40 ft) bridges with the long or concrete superstructure configurations. To provide these ratios 
22mm  (U.S.  #7) and 25mm  (U.S.  #8) bars were used and were assumed to be placed at 30 cm 
(12 in) center to center spacing for the entire width of the wall resulting in final reinforcement 
ratios of the wall to be 0.0015 and 0.0019 respectively (0.15% and 0.19%). 
Based on the specified wall dimensions and reinforcements some basic calculations were 
carried out to determine what limit states were important to consider and to develop a reliable 
model that can capture various linear and nonlinear behaviors that are to be expected from the 
wall substructures.  Loading of the wall substructures was assumed to occur predominantly in the 
two orthogonal directions of the bridge deck, therefore longitudinal movement would cause out-
of-plane loading of the wall and transverse deck movement would cause in plane loading. Figure 
2.17 shows the assumed loading directions of the wall substructure.  
 
  
(a) Out-of-plane loading (b) In-plane loading 
Figure 2.17. Loading of wall substructures 
 
The shear capacity of the wall was calculated to equal φVc =5350 kN (1200kips) for both 
directions based on the concrete capacity alone.  Typical horizontal reinforcement for wall 
substructures in Illinois can range widely with typical values in the range of 0.0010 to 0.0025, 




(50 to 130kips) for out-of plane loading  and φVs = 2540 to 6500 kN  (570 to 1450 kips) for in-
plane loading.  The shear friction capacity of the wall was also relatively high at φVn =10,000 kN 
(8,000 kips).    
The nominal moment capacity of the wall substructures for out of plane loading was φMn 
= 4300 kN-m (3170 kip-ft) and 5600 kN-m (4120 kip-ft) for the two reinforcement cases. The in-
plane nominal moment capacity of the ρ = 0.0015 reinforced wall was calculated to be φMn = 
110500 kN-m (81500 kip-ft) when only a sixth of the reinforcement was considered active. This 
moment capacity is much greater than expected loads and leads to shear being the more likely 
failure mechanism for the in-plane loading condition.   
In comparison to the capacity of the retainers and fixed bearings used on the different 
parametric variations the shear capacity of the wall is significantly higher than any lateral load 
that can be developed at the top of the substructure.  Maximum lateral loads that can be expected 
at top of the substructure should be no more than 3500 kN (800 kips), therefore the only likely 
type of nonlinearity that is to occur is that due to flexural bending due to out-of plane loads. A 
fiber model similar to that used for the circular columns is developed as shown in Figure 2.18. 
The reinforcement and concrete are modeled in the same fashion as for the circular column and 
the same distributed plasticity model is used to capture the hinge formation at critical loads.  
 
Figure 2.18. Fiber section used for wall substructures 
 
The elastic stiffness of the wall is evaluated assuming cracked initial conditions. For out-
of-plane loading the wall stiffness was calculated to be Iyy =0.7*Ig=4760 m4 (1143000 in4), and 
for in-plane the stiffness was  Izz = 0.7*Ig = 647656 m4 (155600000 in4).  The concrete stiffness 
was estimated to be Ec =23.2 MPa (3372ksi) and Gc = 14.5 MPa (2107ksi ). Based on linear 
calculations for a cantilever beam it was determined that even when the tall 12.2m (40ft) 









most 1.8 mm (0.07 in) due to flexural and 0.3 mm (0.013 in) due to shear deformation. These 
deflections are considered negligible to the overall bridge performance, so only the elastic 
flexural stiffness of the element is used to model deformations for the in-plane direction. For out 
of plane loading, the element stiffness is expected to have more of an effect. A 100 kip load 
would result in 5 mm (0.2 in) elastic deformation for the short 4.5m (15 ft) bridge and up to 60 
mm (2.4 in) of deflection for the tall 12.2 m (40 ft) bridge. Shear deformations are again 
negligible in comparison to flexural deformation, and the beam column element with hinges will 
be capable to capture all necessary effects.  
Validation of the model was carried out considering two sets of experimental data from 
(Haroun et al. 1993) and (Abo-Shadi, Saiidi, and Sanders 1999) for the cyclic out-of-plane 
loading of walls.  Figure 2.19 shows the OpenSees fiber model used to simulate an experiment of 
a 30 x 150 cm (12 x 59 in.) wall test with 0.78% vertical reinforcement.  Figure 2.20 shows the 
same dimensions wall with a reinforcement ratio of 1.47% vertical reinforcement. Both of those 
elements had 0.14% shear reinforcement, an axial load of 650 kN (146 kN) and the lateral load 
was applied at 255cm above the top of the base.  The plot in Figure 2.21 shows the OpenSees 
model validated with a 25 x 97 cm. (10 x38 in.) wall with 0.56% vertical reinforcement.  That 
test had 0.15% horizontal reinforcement, the out of plane load was applied at 290 cm (114 in.), 
an axial load of 275 kN (62 kips) was applied for the duration of the experiment.  The model was 
adapted to the walls used in the parametric study and cyclic element testing was carried out to 





Figure 2.19. Validation of wall model with results from Abo-Shadi et al. 1999 - Specimen 1 
 
 
Figure 2.20. Validation of wall model with results from Abo-Shadi et al. 1999 - Specimen 4 
 
  Abo-Shadi et al. 1999 - Specimen 1   Fiber Section
 





Figure 2.21. Validation of wall model with results from Haroun et al. 1993 
Specimen WA2 
 
Figure 2.22. Out of plane cyclic pushover analysis for wall elements with 22mm (U.S. #7) 
reinforcement 
 
  Haroun et al. 1993 - Specimen WA2   Fiber Section
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displacement.  Finally, although these naming conventions imply that one foundation condition 
is much less stiff than the other, they are not intended to cover the entire collection of foundation 
conditions for bridges in Illinois.  Other foundation types such as single row piles or mat 
foundations, if placed in soft soils may exhibit different characteristics from the flexible 
foundation condition considered herein. 
The soil-foundation interaction behavior was calculated for the foundations and different 
soil types as curvilinear force-displacement relations.  Figure 2.25 shows the modeling scheme 
for the different foundation stiffnesses.  The foundation is simulated in OpenSees as a zero-
length element that restrains the bottom node of each substructure using springs for lateral and 
rotational stiffness as recommended per (Liam Finn 2005).  Figure 2.26 represents the flexible 
foundation boundary conditions where the nonlinear force-displacement and moment-rotation 
behaviors for the abutment and intermediate substructures are modeled based on soft soil 
substrate.  Figure 2.27 shows the axial behavior of the abutment foundation which is entirely 
governed by the yield strength of the piles. The high vertical stiffness and capacity of the 
foundations indicate that the vertical foundation response is not of significant influence.  The 
nonlinear force - displacement curves are fit using the P-y uniaxial material in OpenSees as 
defined by (Boulanger et al. 1999), and the axial behavior is simulated using the Steel 02 
uniaxial material model.   
As a final note, the foundation modeling considered herein is in no sense fully 
comprehensive.  Although soft soil-springs are used there is also the possibility of different 
foundation types and different soil conditions.  Furthermore, potentially critical limit states such 
as soil liquefaction or localized foundation damage are not considered.  Base shears provided 
from the seismic analysis (Chapters 6 and 7) in this project could potentially be compared to 
capacities for other foundation components.  For more information on substructure, foundation 
and soil interaction, the reader can refer to a wide range of literature (PoLam and Law 2000; 



















































































































































































2.6 Abutment backwalls  
Abutment backwalls are placed a short distance away from each end of the bridge deck, 
allowing for an expansion joint gap, and are expected to be important components for the bridge 
with respect to its seismic behavior.  When subject to longitudinal movement, the bridge is 
relatively flexible, and as soon as the 5 cm (2 in.) gap is closed, the superstructure can contact 
the backwall and then experience nonlinear behavior from not only the structural concrete 
backwall but also the soil backfill behind it.  The most important backwall to deck interaction 
details are shown schematically in Figure 2.28.  Some recent research has shown that backwalls 
can have a substantial effect on bridge response (P. Wilson and Elgamal 2010), and design 
recommendations (AASHTO 2009) allow the contribution of a sacrificial backwall in seismic 
design. The backwall can experience loading from seismic loads in both the longitudinal and 
transverse directions, since twisting about the vertical axis of the superstructure can cause 
corners of the deck and backwall to interact.      
 
Figure 2.28 Typical detail for backwalls 
 
Modern design recommendations consider the backwall to be sacrificial, such that any 
longitudinal force contribution is only from the soil backfill.  Several cases are investigated for 
potential failure in the backwall components, and it is noted that although the backwalls may be 
considered sacrificial, it is likely that they have a substantial force capacity.  Although this would 
be beneficial in reducing longitudinal bridge deck movement, it is likely to cause large base 
shears in the abutments which can result in significant damage to the foundation elements.   
Typical bridges in Illinois have two rows of 13 mm (#4 US) vertical reinforcement in the 
Bridge deck with 
12 cm (5 in.) overhang 
Elastomeric bearings
Abutment pile cap
5 cm (2 in.) Expansion joint
61cm (2 ft) backwall with 13mm 
(#4 U.S.) rebar
Backfill effects assumed over height 
of sacrificial backwall element 





backwall spaced at 25 cm (12 in.) along the bridge width, and embedded at 5 cm (2 in.) clear 
cover from the backwall faces.   
Each of the different bridge cases has a slightly different backwall detail, since the 
backwall height is larger for the longer bridges where deeper beams are used.  For the short steel 
deck bridge structure the backwall has a contact with the deck at a distance of 91 cm (36 in.) 
from the top of the abutment pile cap.  A cold joint is assumed to exist at the interface between 
the backwall element and the abutment pile cap.  Using shear friction calculations, the shear 
capacity of the backwall is shown to be 2200 kN (495 kips) for the 12.8m (42 ft) long backwall 
element.  Neglecting reinforcement in compression and modeling the backwall as a cantilever 
concrete column loaded at the top (deck interaction location) the moment capacity of the wall 
governs the strength of the element. The 12.8m (42 ft) long backwall has a moment capacity of 
1220 kN-m (1370 kip-ft), which corresponds to a deck pounding load of 1340 kN (300 kips), 
significantly lower than the shear capacity.  The different superstructure models each have the 
same rotational plastic hinge capacity at the bottom of the back wall, while the backfill stiffness 
and strength depend on the back wall height.  
Figure 2.29 shows the backwall structural element modeled using a rigid link connected 
to a bilinear zero-length element simulating the flexural stiffness and capacity of a concrete wall.  
The nonlinear soil behavior is defined per (Shamsabadi, Rollins, and Kapuskar 2007) and 
modeled using the OpenSees hyperbolic gap material, assuming that the backfill is a compacted, 
dense sand with an ultimate passive resistance of 160 kN per meter (10.8 kips per ft) of 
backwall, similar to what can be expected for typical Illinois bridges.  The backwall / backfill 
system produces the force-displacement behavior shown in Figure 2.30 , when the prototype 















































































COMPUTATIONAL MODELING OF NONLINEAR BEARING COMPONENTS 
 
The current design procedure from the Illinois Department of Transportation Bridge 
Manual (IDOT 2009), has several requirements for the design of different bearings which can be 
used on a typical bridge. For the bridges in the parametric study, the most important components 
are  the Type I and Type II elastomeric bearings, the low-profile fixed steel bearings (used at 
only one intermediate substructure) and the side retainers.  This chapter describes design 
recommendations for each component; it outlines the new elements formulated for modeling 
each behavior, and provides observations, calibrations and validations with available 
experimental data.  For in-depth details on the formulation of the new elements the reader can 
reference Appendix A, or the source codes made available on the OpenSees repository 
(OpenSees various authors 2011).  
The first stage of this research project, which will be documented extensively elsewhere, 
has investigated the various bearings and has provided data to be used for model calibration and 
validation (Steelman et al. 2011).  Bearing tests were conducted in the Newmark Structural 
Engineering Laboratory (NSEL) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.  Two 100 
kip actuators, which are attached to a steel reaction frame as shown in Figure 3.1, were used to 
apply a vertical load simulating the girder dead load from a bridge.  A 220 kip actuator, which 
was attached to concrete abutments anchored to the strong floor, was used to apply a horizontal 
load on a loading beam attached to the bearing specimen, and thus to simulate seismic loads and 
displacements.  This actuator has a stroke of +/- 15 in. and a maximum velocity approaching 4 
in./sec, which allowed the testing apparatus to capture the PTFE friction response when 
subjected to high strain-rate loading.  The loading beam was limited to unidirectional motion and 




Figure 3.1.  Elevation view of test frame setup    
 
3.1 Sliding bearings model 
 
The isolation bearings are divided into different categories depending on the deck 
expansion distance required.  The Type I bearings  shall be limited to expansion lengths of 23 m 
(75 ft) or less for the 15 cm (6 in.) wide and 61 m (200 ft) or less for the 38 cm (15 in.) wide 
bearings. The Type II assemblies allow up to 45.7 m  (150 ft) of expansion length for the 15 cm 
(6 in.) wide bearing and 122 m (400 ft) for the 38 cm (15 in.)  wide bearings. 
 
The design of the bearings is governed by four main parameters: 
1. Dead load reaction. 
2. Dead load plus live load reaction. 
a. Impact not included. 
3. Expansion length. 
a. Distance from fixed bearing to expansion bearing. 
4. Percent slope due to nonparallel surfaces. 
a. Dead load rotation. 
b. Camber of prestressed beams. 
c. Profile grade of beam. 
 
For the purpose of this project only the first three parameters listed above are considered; 






NSEL 100 KIP ACTUATOR (2)
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 are not considered. The basic design can be completed by choosing a bearing from Figures 3.7.4-
21 and 3.7.4-22 from the IDOT design manual (IDOT 2009) that fits all of the following 
requirements:  
 
 The total effective rubber thickness (ERT) of the elastomer shall be a least 2 times the 
total movement for the Type I bearing, where the ERT is defined as the summation of the 
individual layers of rubber including the top and bottom layers. 
 For the Type II bearing, the ERT need only be equal to the total movement, due to the use 
of the Teflon and stainless steel sliding surfaces. 
 The width of the bearing parallel to the direction of movement shall be at least 3 times 
the total effective rubber thickness. 
 The stress due to dead load shall be between 1.38 and 3.4 MPa (200 and 500 psi) 
 The stress due to dead load plus live load without impact shall be between 1.38 and 5.5 
MPa (200 and 800 psi). 
 
Alternatively a designer can choose bearings based on Figures 3.7.4-19 to 3.7.4-19 which 
simplify the calculations above. The bearings are designed for all the prototype bridges and the 
chosen bearings are shown in Chapter 5.  
  
3.1.1 Computational implementation of sliding bearings model 
To accurately capture three-dimensional bridge behavior in a numerical simulation, the 
bearing element models must be capable of properly representing movement in any arbitrary 
direction in plan.  As a result, a bearing model that is defined by uncoupled behavior in two 
orthogonal directions would not be fully suitable, and would likely result in underestimating 
system displacements and overestimating forces, as has been shown in previous research 
(Mosqueda, Whittaker, and Fenves 2004).  Past models (Constantinou, Mokha, and Reinhorn 
1990) are available that were created to capture the bi-directional sliding behavior of a stainless 
steel-to-PTFE surface, and that can exhibit coulomb friction sliding as well as the higher initial 
friction break-off force that is common for slip initiation at this material interface.  When either 
in a pre-slip or sliding configuration, this model returns a force opposing the direction of 
incremental displacement (model velocity) and essentially resists sliding.  This is conceptually 
appropriate for PTFE bearings, and the model has been successfully validated with experimental 
data.  Constantinou et al. 1990 have also shown that the break-off coefficient of friction is often 
insignificant for PTFE bearings, since the kinetic coefficient of friction for these bearings can 
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 exceed the static coefficient when the model is experiencing high velocities, as is common with 
earthquakes.   
Further study by (Nagarajaiah, Reinhorn, and Constantinou 1991) has extended the above 
formulation for coulomb friction (removing initial break-off due to its insignificance for PTFE 
bearings), leading to models applicable for simulating the response of friction pendulum sliding 
systems. Using new solution algorithms, the authors successfully implemented their model in 
three-dimensional space and, by accounting for axial force influence, were able to show an 
accurate prediction for a scaled shake table experiment.  These friction sliding models have been 
adapted in many modern analysis programs, and have been the baseline for sliding bearing 
research in recent years.  
The models from previous research, though applicable for modeling typical PTFE 
sliding, are not particularly well-suited for the bearings used in this research program.  First, 
since the formulations described above are force-based, using model velocity to switch between 
static and sliding behavior, they are more appropriate for capturing only the sliding response, 
rather than the entire bearing deformation behavior.  Furthermore, although initial friction break-
off force has been explored for PTFE bearings Constantinou et al. 1990, some recent 
experimental cases (Steelman et al. 2011) have shown that not only the initial, but also the post-
slip, friction break-off force (i.e., the break-off force that occurs following sliding and 
subsequent unloading/reloading) can exceed sliding force magnitudes at the elastomer-to-
concrete interface, which cannot be readily captured using existing models.  Finally, current 
models cannot capture any additional capacity that may be of importance to overall bearing 
behavior.  A bi-directional displacement-based formulation is capable of overcoming all these 
issues, and is therefore implemented in OpenSees to model the complex nonlinear behavior of 
the bearings, including elastomer shearing, sliding at elastomeric and PTFE interfaces, and 
plastic deformation and failure of fixed bearings.  These bearing models have been formulated 
based on types of behavior noted from previous studies in the literature (M. Constantinou, 
Mokha, and Reinhorn 1990; Higashino et al. 2003), and also on the ongoing laboratory testing of 
bearings that comprises another facet of this current project (Steelman et al. 2011).  
The behavior for translation in the local x and z directions is defined using the force-
displacement scheme shown in Figure 3.2. The combined force (PMODEL) is the resultant of the 
transverse and longitudinal forces (PX_1 and PZ_1, respectively).  Early in the response history, 
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 bearing stiffness is defined as EINITIAL, and the bearing has a combined strength equal to the 
initial static friction break-off strength (PSI) plus an added initial strength (PINITIAL).  PSI is simply 
determined as the axial load on the bearing multiplied by the initial static coefficient of friction 
(μSI), while PINITIAL is a user-defined variable to account for additional break-off strength, such as 
of anchor bolts that need to fracture for a bearing to begin sliding.  When the model displacement 
of the bearing reaches ΔINITIAL_BREAK, the element exceeds the combined initial break-off force, so 
it then begins sliding (and is in a kinetic configuration).  
 
 
Figure 3.2.  Bi-directional force-displacement model for combined x and z element 
translation   
 
Once the bearing is in a kinetic state, the model stiffnesses in the x and z directions are 
each assigned a small positive value (EINITIAL/100,000), and the combined bi-directional force is 
equal to PK, which is the axial force on the bearing multiplied by the kinetic coefficient of 
friction (μK).  For every sequential step after the bearing has begun sliding, the state of the 
bearing must be determined – whether it remains in the kinetic configuration and continues to 
slide, or if it enters a post-slip static configuration. To check for continued sliding, a kinematic 
hardening type of surface is used, as shown in Figure 3.3, where the stressed position of the top 
of the bearing in the previous converged state is located at (ΔX_0, ΔZ_0).  The next converged state 
is estimated to be at (ΔX_1, ΔZ_1), which is oriented at an angle θ1 from the previous state.  The 
bearing location in the x and z directions are traced using the plastic deformations (ΔP_X_0 , 
ΔP_Z_0), which specify the location the bearing would return to if the horizontal force went to 
zero.  The top of bearing deformation for the previous converged state is oriented at θ0 from 



















 is satisfied, and if it does, the plastic deformations are updated based on Equations 3.4 and 3.5 to 
trace the path of the bottom of the bearing. 
 
 
(a) bi-directional displacement representation (b) three-dimensional force-displacement 
representation 
 
Figure 3.3.  Schematic representation governing continued sliding 
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The model continues to simulate sliding behavior so long as the direction of movement 
does not change.  If the movement reverses direction, then the model enters a post-slip static 
configuration. Once in a static configuration, the bearing stiffness becomes EFRIC, and the 
bearing remains stationary until the force exceeds the post-slip static friction break-off force 
Z
X
Static condition if 
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 (PSP), defined as the axial force multiplied by the post-slip static coefficient of friction (μSP). The 
stiffness matrix used for the model is 12x12 (necessary for three-dimensional simulation), but 
only eight terms pertinent to the orthogonal x and z displacements actually change values 
between EINITIAL, EINITIAL/100,000, and EFRIC depending on the model configuration.  The 
combined model force (PMODEL) returned by the element is distributed in the orthogonal 
directions per Equation 3.6 and is equivalent to PK if the model is sliding, or to ΔCOMB *EINITIAL 
or ΔCOMB *EFRIC if the model is in one of the static conditions. 
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3.1.2 Experimental observations of Type I bearings 
To verify that this model can realistically approximate the actual stick-slip friction 
behavior of various bearings, it has been used to simulate several representative experiments.  
Comparisons of numerical simulations with experimental results from (Steelman et al. 2011) are 
shown in Figure 3.4 .  The bearings in Figure 3.4 (a), (b), and (c) had vertical loads of 187 kN 
(42 kips) which corresponds to the design stress of  the imposed vertical loads of 187 kN (42 
kips), and they are the Type I elastomeric bearings used by IDOT.   Overall, the bearing element 
model can capture these physical behaviors quite well, accounting for different vertical loads on 
the bearings as well as variations in the coefficient of friction.  The model is also adaptable to 
many different scenarios, such as cases with a high post-slip static break-off force or where the 






(a) force-displacement relations from 
monotonic longitudinal loading of Type 
I 7-c bearing  
(b) force-displacement relations from 
monotonic longitudinal loading of Type 
I 7-c bearing  
  
(c) force-displacement relations from 
monotonic longitudinal loading of Type 
I 7-c bearings that does not exhibit 
friction break off 
(d) force-displacement relations from 
cyclic longitudinal loading of Type I 7-
c bearings that exhibits initial and post-
slip friction break off 
 
Figure 3.4.  Demonstration of the zero-length bi-directional element and best fit to several 
noteworthy experiments of Type I bearings 
 
The bi-directional element model capable of simulating bearing nonlinearities is placed in 
the prototype bridge model as shown in Figure 2.1, with the specific bearing behaviors defined 
based on preliminary experimental findings (Steelman et al. 2011).  Type I bearings are used for 
the prototype bridge, designed based on recommendations from the IDOT bridge manual (IDOT 
2009).  Type I 9-b bearings with a plan area of 700 cm2 (108 in.2), and an effective rubber 
thickness (ERT) of 6.7 cm (2.6 in.), were used at the abutments (where design was governed by 
temperature expansion requirements). The ERT is the total thickness of the bearing minus that of 














































































Bearing Type I; Exp.#5x1
Model:SI=0.35; SP=0.33; K=0.24
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 the steel shims.  Type I 11-a bearings with a plan area of 1140 cm2 (176 in.2), and an ERT of 5 
cm (2 in.), are used at the first intermediate pier (where the dead + live load combination 
governed the bearing size).  Based on the experimental results, coefficient of friction values of 
μSI = 0.45, μK = 0.30, and μSP = 0.35 have been used for the Type I bearings. The shear stiffness of 







G=Shear modulus of bearings  
A= Bearing area 
ERT = Effective rubber thickness    
 
A shear modulus of 585 kPa (85 psi) was used for all elastomeric bearings based on the 
experimental results (Steelman et al. 2011). 
 
3.1.3 Experimental observations of Type II bearings 
The same model as defined earlier is also applicable for the Type II bearings when they 
remain within a particular displacement range.  These bearings also showed reliable sliding 
behavior, however at large top plate displacements these bearings became nonlinear and 
unstable, requiring increasingly larger forces to re-center the bearing (Figure 3.5 (a) and (b)).  
This instability is believed to rapidly move the bearing into an unseated configuration, where the 
model as shown in Figure 3.2 will become invalid. This response is considered to be 
unacceptable for a quasi-isolated bridge and is addressed in further detail in Chapter 6.  Figure 
3.5 (a) and (b) show slow cyclic pushovers of the Type II behavior for a 7-c bearing subject to a 
vertical load of 187 kN (42 kips).  Figure 3.5 (c) shows the same bearing subjected to a fast 
loading 7.5 cm/sec (3 in. /sec), and thereby the coefficient of friction is higher. Finally Figure 3.5 
(d) has a validation with experimental data presented by (M. Constantinou, Mokha, and Reinhorn 
1990), where a flat PTFE bearing pad was tested with an axial compression load of 350 kN (78.5 
kips). Based on the experimental results, coefficient of friction values of μSI = 0.16, μK = 0.15 = 
μSP = 0.15 have been used for the Type II bearings and the stiffness is again calculated per 
Equation 3.7.   
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 (a) force-displacement relation from 
longitudinal cyclic loading of a Type II 
bearing 
(b) force-displacement relation from Teflon 
bearings 
 
(c) force-displacement relation from 
longitudinal cyclic loading of a Type II 
bearing 
(d) force-displacement relation from Teflon 
bearings (M. Constantinou, Mokha, and 
Reinhorn 1990)
 
Figure 3.5.  Demonstration of the zero-length bi-directional element and best fit to several 
noteworthy experiments of Teflon bearings 
 
 
3.1.4 Bearing models subjected to dynamic excitation 
 
The bi-directional bearing model was also verified with experimental data from Mokha et 
al.(1993) where PTFE bearings were subjected to dynamic bi-directional motion.  Figure 3.6 















Bearing Type II; Exp.#9x1
Model:SI=0.13&SP=K=0.06

















Bearing Type II; Exp.#9x2
Model:SI=0.15&SP=K=0.07



















New Bi-Directional Friction Model:
SI=0.15; SP=0.058 & K=0.049
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 shows the bi-directional displacement protocol that was used to test the Teflon bearing with 
elliptic excitation. The protocol was simulated with the bi-directional bearing element presented 
earlier and the model was found to provide a good estimate of the bearing behavior.  
 
Figure 3.6.  Displacement protocol for elliptic time variable excitation (Mokha et al. 1993) 
 
Figures 3.7 and 3.8, show the force-displacement behaviors of the bearing element in the 




Figure 3.7.  Bearing model and experimental force-displacement results (Mokha et al. 
1993) in the x direction from elliptic time variable excitation 
 
 Original Protocol






Figure 3.8.  Bearing model and experimental force-displacement results (Mokha et al. 
1993) in the y direction from elliptic time variable excitation 
  
The experiments presented by (Mokha et al. 1993) also include bearings tested to time 
dependent earthquake motions from the 1985 Mexico City earthquake recorded at the SCT 
building. These include both uni-directional experiments, as well as bi-directional tests where 
two distinct ground motions are applied simultaneously in two orthogonal directions.  Due to 
limitations of the shake table used, the velocity of the experiment was reduced by a factor of two 
and the displacement was reduced by a factor of four.  The experimental results with analytical 
approximations for the uni-directional excitations are shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, and Figures 
3.11 and 3.12 show the result for coupled bi-directional motion. In general it can be noted that 
the bearing model performs well for the time dependent analyses and it captures bidirectional 
interaction effectively.  The velocity dependence effects appear to have little influence on the 
overall friction behavior even for the ground motion that is scaled down in velocity. This can be 
attributed to the fact that earthquake ground motions typically have higher velocities than the 






Figure 3.9.  Bearing model and experimental force-displacement results (Mokha et al. 
1993) in the x direction where only the Ux excitation from the Mexico City ground motion 




Figure 3.10.  Bearing model and experimental force-displacement results (Mokha et al. 
1993) in the y direction where only the Uy excitation from the Mexico City ground motion 











Figure 3.11.  Bearing model and experimental force-displacement results (Mokha et al. 
1993) in the x direction where both the Ux and Uy excitations from the Mexico City ground 




Figure 3.12.  Bearing model and experimental force-displacement results (Mokha et al. 
1993) in the y direction where both the Ux and Uy excitations from the Mexico City ground 
motion record were applied 
 
 
3.2 Low-profile fixed bearing /anchor bolt model 
Low-profile steel bearings shown in Figure 3.13 are installed at one of the intermediate 










 These bearings are normally placed on a 3.2 mm (0.125 in.) elastomeric neoprene leveling pad 
and are attached to the substructure using anchor bolts.  
 
 
(a)Transverse view  (b) Longitudinal view 
 
Figure 3.13.  Elevation views of low-profile fixed bearings investigated in this research 
 
The current design procedure from the Illinois Department of Transportation Bridge 
Manual (IDOT 2009), states that the connection of the superstructure to the substructure for 
bridges in Seismic Performance Zone 1 (LRFD) or Seismic Performance Category A (LFD) shall 
be designed to withstand the total horizontal forces equal to 20% of the dead load reactions of 
the superstructure (R-Factor = 1.0) regardless of the specified design earthquake return period, 
1000 or 500 yrs.  This approach is used for the design of the pintles and anchor bolts for the 
fixed bearings, as well as the retainers discussed in Section 3.3. 
IDOT provides a simple method for nominally designing the anchor bolts by considering 
shear as the only failure mode. For this approach, the number of anchor bolts required along each 











N = number of connecting components (anchor bolts or pintles) required for the given 
bearing under consideration 
DL = superstructure dead load at the given bearing under consideration 
Cil = 0.2 (20%) for SPZ 1 to 4 (LRFD) and SPC A to D (LFD) 
















 The anchor bolt capacity (PFIXED_AB) can then be calculated as: 
 
 
_ 0.48FIXED AB b uP A F
 3.9 
with φ = 0.75. Ab is the nominal bolt diameter, and Fu is the specified material ultimate stress.  
Note that the factor of 0.48 in Equation 3.9 is the product of 0.8 and 0.6. The 0.8 is placed to 
account for the reduced area of the bolt from the thread cut-out, and the 0.6 is used to reduce the 
strength based on the expected shear failure mechanism.  The steel pintles are designed using 
essentially the same equations except the pintle capacity (PPINTLE) is calculated as  
 
 
0.6PINTLE b yP A F
 3.10 
with φ = 1.0 and Fy is the specified material yield strength of the material. Furthermore, the 
pintles are limited to a minimum diameter of 32 mm (1.25 in.).  The minimum pintle size 
specification typically results in bearings where the anchor bolts are smaller than the pintles and 
this is expected to cause the anchor bolts to be the more critical component that will fail first in 
an earthquake.    
 
3.2.1 Computational implementation of low-profile fixed bearing / anchor bolt model 
The nonlinear elasto-plastic deformation of the pintles and anchor bolts, as well as the 
friction between the bearing components and substructure are expected to be an important 
consideration for this element. Currently there is only a small amount of research available that 
has investigated low-profile bearings or other components that may exhibit similar behaviors.  A 
new bi-directional element has been created to simulate the elasto-plastic yielding and fracture of 
steel components, and can be coupled with the friction element shown in section 3.1 of this 
thesis, to capture all important bearing behaviors. A schematic of the model in Figure 3.14 shows 
a peak-oriented model based on (Ibarra, Medina, and Krawinkler 2005) with variable pinching 
that follows a pre-defined elasto-plastic envelope, and is capable of fracturing at a predefined 
displacement.  For initial loading this model uses an elasto-plastic loading curve such that when 
a force threshold is reached yielding occurs and the model stiffness is reduced.  When the model 
displacement changes direction and unloading begins, the model uses the initial stiffness to 
calculate forces, until a force of zero is reached. A circular isotropic engagement surface is 
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Figure 3.14.  Bi-directional peak based force-displacement model for combined x and z 
element translation 
 
Figure 3.14 shows that four variables are necessary to define the envelope for the fixed 
bearing model, namely, the yield and ultimate displacements of the model, ΔY and ΔULT 
respectively, and also the yield and ultimate forces for the model PY and PULT respectively.  
Additionally the user specifies a pinching factor that influences the reloading behavior.  The 
model has been formulated in bi-directional space such that it couples the force - displacement 
behavior in the x and z directions. Figure 3.15 – Figure 3.16 show cyclic behavior of the model 
in bi-directional space when different pinching factors are used.  The model is capable of altering 
the behavior from a pure peak oriented model to a fully pinched hysteresis. Note that although 
the same elasto-plastic envelope with strain hardening is used for initial loading, the reloading 
behavior of each model is significantly different. The specified displacement in the z direction is 
half of that used in the x direction.  
Keep track of peak 
force/displacement value reached 
Unload based on initial 
stiffness
Pure peak force/displacement based 




Reload within this area based on 
peak force/displacement values and 
optional pinching factor
Reloading based on initial 








Figure 3.15.  General behavior of model with pinching factor of 0.01 
 
 
Figure 3.16.  General behavior of model with pinching factor of 1 
 
 
Figure 3.17.  General behavior of model with pinching factor of 10 
 
3.2.2 Observations on past experiments of fixed bearing and anchor bolts 
Although no bi-directional research has been carried out for such behaviors, the model is 
implemented in bi-directional space. The elements expected to yield and fracture (anchor bolts 
and pintles) are circular so they are expected to produce the same response regardless of the 
direction of loading. Previous research on steel bearings (Mander et al. 1996) has shown similar 
response for loading in the transverse and longitudinal directions of such components. It is 
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 therefore expected that the bi-directional coupled response would be similar regardless of the 
loading direction, and the circular engagement surface would be a valid modeling approach.   
 
  
(a) PFACTOR=3; PY=140kN; PULT=630kN; 
ΔY=0.5mm; ΔULT=12mm; µK=0.2 
(b) PFACTOR=3; PY=140kN; PULT=630kN; 
ΔY=0.3mm; ΔULT= 12mm; µK=0.2 
  
(c) PFACTOR=0.3; PY=35.6kN; PULT=49kN; 
ΔY=3mm; ΔULT=30.5mm 
(d) PFACTOR=0.3; PY=18kN; PULT=53kN; 
ΔY=1.3mm; ΔULT=34mm 
(e) PFACTOR=0.8; PY=80kN; PULT=120kN; 
ΔY=2mm; ΔULT=20.4mm 
(f) PFACTOR=0.5; PY=267kN; PULT=320kN; 
ΔY=2mm; ΔULT=20.4mm 
 
Figure 3.18.  Demonstration of the zero-length bi-directional fixed bearing element and 
best fit to several noteworthy experiments 
 
Mander et al. #3.3 Longitudinal
Bi-directional Model
Mander et al. #3.3 Transverse
Bidirectional Model
Klingner et al., Bolt #12, Block #3
Bi-directional Model
Klingner et al., Bolt #2, Block #4
Bi-directional Model
Gomez et al., Test #4
Bi-directional Model Gomez et al., Test #5
Bi-directional Model
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 The model was used to simulate experiments that are believed to have similar hysteretic 
behaviors to what would be expected from the low-profile steel bearings used for a quasi-
isolation system.  (Mander et al. 1996) tested low-profile steel bearings, and constrained 
deformation and fracture to the pintle components by using large over strength anchoring 
elements. The behavior was matched with the new bi-directional model as shown in Figure 3.18 
(a) and (b), where the friction was implemented in parallel with the anchor bolt element.  Figure 
3.18 (c) and (d), show the model used to simulate cyclic shear tests of individual anchor bolts 
embed in concrete (Klinger, Mendoca, and Malik 1982), and Figure 3.18 (e) and (f), shows a 
simulation of the shear loading of a steel base plate that is attached to a base with grout and four 
anchor bolts (Gomez et al. 2009).  The elements tested in past research tend to provide a similar 
range of shear strength capacities that can be estimated based on the size of the connecting 
element, the material strength and modern design equations.   
As part of Stage 1 of this project, several preliminary models of the fixed bearings were 
created using Abaqus (Abaqus FEA 2010).  The models include material and geometric 
nonlinearity, as well as contact interactions between elements ranging from hard contact with 
friction-slip behavior to mechanical or chemical perfect bond.  Damage evolution models 
available in Abaqus/Explicit have also been included to define ranges of material strength 
degradation, and in so doing to mimic the global effect of crack formation and material fracture.   
Steel elements were modeled with an elastic-plastic hardening effect, and subsequent softening 
was modeled using damage evolution (i.e., due to tension and/or shear fracture).  The Abaqus 
models capture the behavior of concrete subjected to both compressive crushing and tension 
cracking as a result of force interactions with the embedded anchor bolts, as well as an epoxy 
layer at the interface of the embedded steel anchor and concrete.  A piecewise linear 
approximation of the Popovics (Popovics 1973) pre- and post-peak compression and the Collins-
Mitchell (Collins and Mitchell 1991) tension stiffening models were used to simulate concrete 
behavior. 
Figure 3.19 below shows a visualization of the von Mises stress contours obtained from 
preliminary Abaqus analyses of the low-profile fixed bearings.  The simulation employs three 
distinct components: top plate, pintle, and bottom plate.  The top plate was moved laterally in 
displacement control.  Hard contact with friction is modeled at all interfaces, and a damage 
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Without more experimental data it is expected that the proposed nonlinear model with 
capacity per Equation 3.13 with φ = 1 and Fu = 415 MPa (60 ksi), provides a reasonable estimate 
for the ultimate capacity of the low-profile bearings.  Equation 3.13, with φ = 1 and Fy = 250 
MPa (36 ksi) substituted for Fu, were used to estimate the yield capacity of the bearing.  Values 
of ΔY =0.1db and ΔULT = 1.0db were used to estimate the yield and ultimate displacements based 
Data Source
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3.3.1 Computational implementation of retainer model  
The retainer force-displacement behavior is modeled using a zero-length element, as 
shown schematically in Figure 2.2.  For the formulation in OpenSees, the user defines the 
following: a gap between the top plate and the retainer, the yield strength of the retainer ( YP ) 
and corresponding displacement ( Y ); and the ultimate strength of the retainer ( ULTP ) and 
corresponding displacement ( ULT ).  After the gap is closed, the model enters an elastic 
loading/unloading state where the element stiffness is EE.  When the yield strength is exceeded, 
the element experiences plastic deformation and exhibits strain hardening with a stiffness of EP.  
Subsequent unloading and reloading of the element follows the initial model stiffness (EE).  
When the model reaches its ultimate strength, the retainer stiffness becomes inactive (the 
element returns a stiffness of EE/100,000) and its force goes to zero (representing anchor bolt 
fracture).  A retainer model is placed in the transverse direction on each side of the elastomeric 
bearings, and the two retainers behave independently (as is the case in a real bridge structure).  
This retainer model is capable of simulating experimental behavior for different anchor bolt 
sizes, as indicated in Figure 3.22  (Steelman et al. 2011). 
For the prototype bridge, retainers are placed at each elastomeric bearing, with anchor 
bolt and retainer sizes chosen based on design recommendations from the IDOT bridge manual 
(IDOT 2009) – 16 mm (0.625 in.) diameter anchor bolts for the abutments, and 25 mm (1.0 in.) 
anchor bolts at the pier with elastomeric bearings. The ultimate retainer assembly capacities        
( ULTP ) are calculated based on the threaded anchor bolt area and ultimate material strength, 
assuming a tensile failure condition (as was observed during testing). This results in estimated 
Bolt φ y z  t
5/8" 1 3/4" 3 1/16" 1/2"
3/4" 1 7/8" 3 3/8" 1/2"
1" 2 1/8" 4" 1/2"
1 1/4" 2 3/8" 4 3/4" 1/2"
1 1/2" 2 3/4" 5 1/2" 5/8"
2" 3 1/4" 6 3/8" 5/8"
2 1/2" 3 3/4" 8 1/8" 5/8"
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 individual retainer capacities at the abutments of 218 kN (49 kips), corresponding to 71% of the 
dead load at each bearing, and retainer capacities of 340 kN (76.6 kips) at the intermediate pier, 
corresponding to 66% of the dead load at those bearings. 
 
 
Figure 3. 21 Force-displacement behavior of the element capable of simulating a pair of 
individual retainers  
 
3.3.2 Experimental observations of retainers 
The experimental testing of the retainer bearings is presented in more depth by (Steelman 
et al. 2011). In the testing of the smaller anchor bolt and retainer assemblies (19 mm (0.75 in.) 
anchor bolt, Tests 6 and 7), visible damage was limited to the threaded anchor bolt and the 
concrete near the embedded anchor. For the larger anchor bolt and retainer assemblies (32 
mm(1.25 in.) anchor bolt, Tests 11 and 12), concrete crushing was evident at the toe of the 
retainer, and plastic deformation was seen in the bottom plate of the retainer before a failure 
occurred in the anchor bolt. The horizontal force-displacement relationships from the 
experiments are shown in Figure 3.22 and are simulated using the nonlinear model presented 
earlier. The plots include the gap, yield strength of the retainer ( YP ), the yield displacement        
( Y ), the ultimate strength of the retainer ( ULTP ), and the ultimate displacement ( ULT ) used to 
capture the experimental curve. Note that these variables are defined to obtain the best possible 
fit of the data, without taking into account any material properties or failure characteristics from 







Unloading & reloading 






















(a) Test 6 - Small Retainer,  ¾  inch bolt (b) Test 7 - Small Retainer, ¾  inch bolt 
(c) Test 11 - Large Retainer, 1¼ inch bolt (d) Test 12 - Large Retainer, 1¼ inch bolt 
 
Figure 3.22 Force-displacement results from experimental tests on retainers (light & solid 
line) validated with material model (dark & dashed line) 
 
Along with the force-displacement relation for each test, Figure 3.22 also shows the 
initial design strength (PRET_DESIGN)for each assembly calculated per Equation 3.13, assuming 
that the anchor material has an ultimate strength  Fu of 60ksi, as specified for the ASTM F1554, 
Grade 36 material. Random tension testing of three anchor samples however indicated that the 
material was likely rejected Grade 55 material.  Ultimate strengths obtained from the three 
tension test specimens were 84.7, 73.9, and 73.5 ksi, giving an average of 77.4ksi, which results 
in a Ω=Fu_Design/Fu_Actual = 77.4 / 60 =1.3 factor of overstrength just from the material capacity.  A 
prediction of the actual retainer assembly strength is also calculated per Equation 3.13, but Fu = 
77.4 ksi, is used to account for the material overstrength, and a φ factor of 1.0 is used. The 
predicted actual strength, PRET_PREDICT is also shown in Figure 3.22, as well as in Table 3.3.  
















PRET DESIGN (Eq. 13)
PRET PREDICT (Eq. 13)
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PRET PREDICT  (Eq. 13)
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 In typical construction the retainers are placed such that there is a 3.2 mm (1/8 in.) gap 
between the bearing top plate and the retainer. The experiments were conducted, without this 3.2 
mm (1/8 in.)  gap, such that the top plate was flush against the retainer at the beginning of a test, 
however, there is an additional distance that the top plate needs to travel before a significant 
increase in force is recorded. This distance can be termed as the engagement gap, and it exists 
because the oversized bolt hole in the retainer leaves space between the anchor bolt and the edge 
of the retainer hole. The engagement gap, as well as other relevant experimental data, is shown 
in Table 3.3. 
 





Design Data Test 6 Test 7 Test 11 Test 12
Bolt Diameter (in) 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.25
Bolt Area (in2) 0.442 0.442 1.227 1.227
Pu (design) (kips) 60 60 60 60
PRET_DESIGN (Eq.3.13 Fu=60) (kips) 9.5 9.5 26.5 26.5
Pu (coupon) (kips) 77.37 77.37 77.37 77.37
PRET_PREDICT (Eq.3.13 Fu=77.4) (kips) 16.4 16.4 45.6 45.6
Experimental Data Test 6 Test 7 Test 11 Test 12 Average Std.Dev.
Engagement gap (in) 0.12 0.55 0.12 0.39 0.30 0.21
ΔY (in) 0.39 0.12 0.31 0.24
ΔULT (in) 1.46 1.77 4.88 4.65
PY (kips) 19.6 15.1 38.2 38.2
PULT (kips) 29.2 31.0 65.2 74.2
Normalized relations Test 6 Test 7 Test 11 Test 12 Average Std.Dev.
EE (ksi) 49.68 127.52 121.34 161.78 115.08 47.09
EP (ksi) 9.09 9.65 5.91 8.16 8.20 1.65
FULT /FY 1.49 2.06 1.71 1.94 1.80 0.25
µ=ΔULT /ΔY 3.70 15.00 15.50 19.67 13.47 6.84
Capacity Comparison Test 6 Test 7 Test 11 Test 12 Average Std.Dev.
PULT /PRET_DESIGN 3.06 3.25 2.46 2.80 2.89 0.34
PRET_PREDICT (Eq.3.14 Fu=1.3*60) (kips) 27.57 27.57 76.58 76.58 N/A N/A
PULT /PRET_PREDICT (Eq. 3.14)(kips) 1.06 1.13 0.85 0.97 1.00 0.12
60
 3.3.3 Validation and calibration of retainer model 
For future calibration of the computational retainer models it would be best to develop an 
improved estimate of the ultimate retainer capacity. Equation 3.13 from before can be modified 
to better account for the failure mechanism and anchor material capacity.  
 
 
0.8RET b uP A F
 3.14 
where: 
 instead of using φ = 0.75 as before,  φ = 1.0 will be used.  
 instead of using a reduction factor 0.48 that includes the effect of a shear failure 
mechanism, only a factor of  0.8 will be used to account for the reduced area of the bolt 
 Ab will be the nominal bolt diameter and  
 Fu will be the ultimate stress of the material. An overstrength factor may be used to 
increase this value if the ultimate stress of the supplied material is expected to be 
significantly higher than stated in design codes, (i.e. Fu_Actual = Ω * Fu_Design)  
 
Using Equation 3.14, with an overstrength of 1.3 for the ultimate stress of the material, one 
can  calculate an improved estimate of the retainer capacity. Note that the this equation provides 
a reasonable procedure for determining the capacity as can be seen from the last row of Table 3.3 
where the PULT /PRET_PREDICTED (Eq. 14, Fu=1.3*60) ratio compares the experimental results to 
Equation 3.14, and gives values near unity for all experiments. 
To allow for the computational modeling of various retainers and anchor bolt sizes, it is 
necessary to define five variables, a gap, YP ,  Y , ULTP and ULT . The ultimate capacity of the 
assembly ULTP can be calculated based on the area of the anchor bolt by using Equation 3.14, and 
using the ratio of PULT /PY = 1.80, one can also determine the yield strength of the retainer. 
Furthermore at this phase it would be suitable to try to keep the same stiffness properties for the 
assemblies, and by using EE =115.08 (ksi), EP =8.2 (ksi) one can determine the yield and ultimate 
displacements Y  and ULT . Finally the gap should be specified as the initial gap left at 
construction plus the average engagement gap: gap = 0.125+0.30 = 0.425(in). Keeping these 
values constant, along with calculating a value for ULTP , provide sufficient information to inform 
the model. The model was calibrated for 3/4 inch and 1.25 inch anchor bolts as described above, 
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 and per the values listed in Table 3.3 a value of 0.3 was assumed to specify the engagement gap, 
and the calibrated models were plotted against the experimental data in Figure 3.23. Note that 
there is a good fit to the experimental data, when the only input variable specified for the model 
is the anchor bolt diameter and material strength.  
 





(a) Experimental and model pushover 
behavior of retainers with 19 mm (0.75 in) 
anchor bolts 
(b) Experimental and model pushover 
behavior of retainers with 32 mm (1.25 in) 
anchor bolts
 
Figure 3.23 Independently calibrated model with experimental data 
 
Bolt Diameter (in) 0.63 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 2 2.5
Bolt Area (in2) 0.31 0.44 0.79 1.23 1.77 3.14 4.91
Fu 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
PRET Eq.3.14 (kips) 14.7 21.2 37.7 58.9 84.8 150.8 235.6
PY (kips) 8.2 11.8 20.9 32.7 47.1 83.8 130.9
ΔY (in) 0.07 0.10 0.18 0.28 0.41 0.73 1.14
ΔULT (in) 0.87 1.25 2.23 3.48 5.01 8.90 13.91
















Retainer model for 19 mm
(0.75 in.) anchor bolt  
















Retainer model fit for 3.2 mm





STATIC PUSHOVER ANALYSES OF PROTOTYPE BRIDGE SYSTEM 
 
This chapter presents monotonic static pushover analyses for the prototype bridge in the 
longitudinal and transverse directions of the bridge deck.  These analyses were used to 
demonstrate the localized behaviors of the prototype bridge model defined in Chapter 2 and 
exercise the bearing models presented in Chapter 3.  Although the bridge model has the 
capability to simulate nonlinear foundations, the prototype bridge was used for these analyses, 
thereby assuming rock foundations, such that the abutment and pier bases were fully fixed. This 
allows the behavior of the bearings, retainers, and substructures to specifically be studied in more 
detail.  Sections 4.1 and 4.2 show longitudinal and transverse pushover analyses of the prototype 
system.  For the prototype bridge, retainers are placed at each elastomeric bearing, with anchor 
bolt and retainer sizes chosen based on design recommendations from the IDOT bridge manual. 
This resulted in 16 mm (0.625 in.) diameter anchor bolts for the abutments, and 25 mm (1.0 in.) 
anchor bolts at the pier with elastomeric bearings. The ultimate retainer assembly capacities 
( RETP ) used for the transverse analyses in section 4.2 of this chapter are calculated based on the 
procedures in Chapter 3 with an added material over strength of 1.3. This resulted in estimated 
individual retainer capacities at the abutments of 85 kN (19 kips), corresponding to 71% of the 
dead load at each bearing, and retainer capacities of 113 kN (25 kips) at the intermediate pier, 
corresponding to 66% of the dead load at those bearings. It is important to note that over strength 
is not used in any other chapters of this thesis.  Section 4.3 presents transverse pushovers for an 
alternative calibrated design where these retainers have the exact capacity of 0.2 times the 
bearing dead load, and both pushover analyses are later compared to a case where all bearings 
are assumed to be linear elastic and infinitely stiff (Section 4.4).  In addition to showing the 
system behavior, the pushover analyses also point out important patterns in sequence of damage, 
which are further investigated in Chapters 6 and 7.   
To perform the static pushover analyses of the structure, only vertical dead loads were 
assumed to be active on the structure at the time of analysis.  This is most appropriate for 




Corotational transformations were used for the model such that geometric nonlinearities are 
captured.  Lateral loads were applied proportionally to the mass distribution of the structure, and 
a node at the center of the bridge deck was used to monitor the system displacement for control 
of the algorithm. Displacement of this control node is subsequently called the model 
displacement for the remainder of this chapter.  A load control integrator was used to apply 
incremental lateral loads on the structure and an adaptive algorithm technique with an ample 
number of iterations (50) was used to obtain convergence for the highly nonlinear system.  The 
adaptive technique used a Newton Raphson solution for the general analysis until a case of high 
nonlinearity and no convergence was reached.  At this point, the technique would attempt a 
Newton Raphson method with a Line Search Algorithm, a Modified Newton Raphson 
Algorithm, and would then change the analysis step size to reach a convergent solution.  
 
 
4.1 Longitudinal pushover analysis – prototype design 
 
Figure 4.1 shows the longitudinal analysis of the prototype bridge structure, where the system 
experienced softening at a displacement of 40 mm (1.6 in.), exhibited a plateau where 
displacement increased with little increase in force, and then gained significant strength and 
stiffness at a system displacement of 50 mm (2 in.).  The following key events in the longitudinal 
pushover analysis are indicated in Figure 4.1, with the associated progression of damage 
discussed below:  
A. Yielding of column base longitudinal reinforcement and plastic deformation of Pier 2, 
B. Friction slip of the four inside bearings at each abutment (bearings that primarily carry 
girder and deck loads), 
C. Friction slip of the two outside bearings at each abutment (bearings that carry parapet 
loads in addition to girder and deck loads), 
D. Deck-backwall interaction and subsequent softening due to nonlinear backfill 
deformation, 
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Figure 4.1  Longitudinal pushover analysis of prototype bridge 
 
  Figure 4.1 shows that the bearing slip force is related to the vertical load at each 
individual bearing.  For example, the interior bearings at the abutments (Figure 4.1 (b) and (c)) 
carry the least dead load and slipped at the lowest horizontal force magnitude, while the 
elastomeric bearings at Pier 1 (Figure 4.1 (d)) did not slip at all for this particular analysis since 
they are carrying a large vertical load, and the pier allows some elastic deformation.  Relative 




fixed-bearings, which have a high stiffness and large capacity, transferred significant forces 
during the analysis and thereby caused some yielding and plastic deformation at Pier 2.  
Conversely, the elastomeric bearings at Pier 1 are much more flexible and provided sufficient 
deformation capacity so the forces were kept relatively low (and that substructure remained 
essentially elastic).  Since this behavior does not necessarily satisfy the ideal quasi-isolation goal 
where substructures are protected from damage, one aim of Stage 3 of the research project is to 
develop strategies for mitigating the force imbalance between piers 1 and 2.  A better approach 
would be to size the bolts or pintles to fail before the substructure yielded.  Finally, system 
behavior of a quasi-isolated bridge in the longitudinal direction is significantly dependent on the 
backwall stiffness and strength. As shown here, a typical backwall with compacted backfill has 
the potential to double the force capacity of the system, and to limit longitudinal displacements 
to only several inches.   
 The longitudinal behavior of the prototype bridge compares favorably with overall trends 
observed in other similar pushover studies.  For example, in a parametric study of existing older 
(non-quasi-isolated) Illinois bridges, (Bignell, LaFave, and Hawkins 2005) showed that for 
longitudinal pushover analyses of regular bridges (2 to 4 span superstructures with wall and pier 
substructures) the first events to occur would typically be flexural yielding at the intermediate 
substructures, where steel bearings were used. Subsequently, bearing failures – such as 
overturning of rocker bearings at the abutments – were frequently noted to occur, followed by 
expansion joint gap closure and a capacity increase due to the backwalls.  In summary, response 
in the longitudinal direction of both the prototype bridge and the structures studied by (Bignell, 
LaFave, and Hawkins 2005) are significantly dependent on the substructure elements; Bignell et 
al. also noted that bridge skew can have a significant influence on the progression of damage, as 
well as on the total force capacity of a bridge structure.  
 
 
4.2 Transverse pushover analysis – prototype design  
 
As shown in Figure 4.2 (a), during the transverse pushover analysis the system 
experienced initial stiffening up to 30 mm (1.2 in.) of displacement as various elements were 
first engaged. At later model displacements between 30 and 40 mm (1.2 and 1.6 in.), the system 




following key events in the transverse pushover analysis are indicated in Figure 4.2, with the 
associated progression of damage discussed below: 
A. Contact of bearing top plates with retainers at Abutment 1, 
B. Break-off of anchor bolts at low-profile fixed bearings and subsequent sliding,  
C. Failure of retainers and subsequent friction slip of bearings at Abutment 2, 
D. Rotation of deck about Pier 1, with reverse movement of bearings at Abutment 1, 
E. Friction slip of bearing P1-6 at Pier 1 (see Figure 4.3 (e) for key bearing locations), and 
contact of retainers at Abutment 1 in the reverse direction,  
F. Friction slip of bearing P1-1 at Pier 1.  
 
Plan views of the bridge system and primary resisting forces for each of the states listed 
above are shown in Figure 4.3.  At the beginning of the analysis, the system translated in the 
direction of the applied forces and slightly rotated clockwise about Pier 2, where the relatively 
stiff fixed bearings were located (states A-B). Due to their high stiffness, the low-profile fixed 
bearings were the first to exceed peak capacity and begin sliding (states B-C). This caused the 
superstructure to rotate in the counter-clockwise direction, thus redistributing forces among 
different components and causing the retainers to break off and the Type I bearings to slide at 
Abutment 2.  At states D-E, the system lost most stiffness and began rotating about Pier 1 (where 
the retainers had additional capacity).  As the system continued rotating, the retainers in the 
reverse direction of Abutment 1 were engaged and the system softened since the bearings at Pier 























































































































































































Figure 4.2  Transverse pushover analysis of prototype bridge 
 
In this analysis, the piers did not experience significant nonlinear behavior since they 
were loaded in double curvature, and due to their relatively short length and large diameter they 
were stronger than other components in the bridge system. However, the piers will not always 
exhibit linear behavior in the transverse direction since their strength could place them at a 




Rotation of the bridge deck can also potentially lead to interaction with the backwall at the 



















(a) Immediately after 
state A 
(b) Immediately before 
state B 










Bearing P1-6  
(d) At state D (e) States E-F and beyond 
 
Figure 4.3  Bridge plan views schematically describing movement and resisting forces 
(transverse pushover analysis) 
 
After state C, when the retainers at Abutment 2 break off, the superstructure rotates 
significantly and the bi-directional behavior of the bearings becomes quite important when 
considering global bridge response. Failure of bearings P1-1 and P1-6 occurred due to a 
combination of transverse and longitudinal deformations, which arose from the superstructure 
rotating in plan. Figure 4.4 shows that the break-off force at bearing P1-1, 125 kN (28.1 kips), is 
the resultant of the transverse and longitudinal forces, 115 kN (25.6 kips) and 51 kN (11.5 kips).  
Furthermore, Figure 4.4 (c) shows that the bearing model accounts for the change in vertical 
loads due to the superstructure overturning effect from the pushover analysis. At the beginning 
of the analysis, bearings P1-1 and P1-6 had higher vertical loads than the other bearings since 
they carry the parapet dead load, but later P1-6 slipped before P1-1 due to the change in vertical 




















































































































Figure 4.4  Bearing forces at Pier 1 for transverse pushover analysis of prototype bridge 
 
 The transverse analyses also indicate the importance of the transfer of force between 
different vertical components of the bridge.  Since most of the mass of the bridge is concentrated 
at the concrete deck, forces would typically travel down through the diaphragm elements and 
bridge girders into the bearing components, after that they would be transferred to the top of the 
substructure, and would be carried down through the substructure elements into the foundation. 
The diaphragm element stiffness is modeled in the prototype bride, but they are assumed to 
remain linear elastic so nonlinearities are not explicitly modeled.  It is possible that lateral forces 
are large enough to cause yielding and possibly buckling in the diaphragm elements, so these 
forces will be compared to the diaphragm capacities at a later stage of this project.  The 
maximum diaphragm forces are typically close to the combination of the bearing sliding force 






4.3 Transverse pushover analysis – calibrated quasi-isolated design  
 
As noted above, the retainer capacity in the prototype design, based on current IDOT 
design procedures, was 0.71 times the dead load at an individual bearing for the abutments, and 
0.66 times the bearing dead load at Pier 1.  An indication of the performance of a more calibrated 
(or alternative) design for the quasi-isolated bridge prototype could be one where the retainer 
capacities are more limited, for example to only 0.2 times the dead load at an individual bearing. 
This would correspond to 25 kN (5.6 kips) and 66 kN (14.8 kips) for the abutment and pier 
retainer capacities, respectively. Such a configuration would provide adequate strength for 
service loading, but would reduce the overall force transferred to the substructure in the event of 
an earthquake. A transverse pushover analysis was completed for this calibrated design, with the 
results shown in Figure 4.5. Some of the key events from the transverse pushover analysis of this 
calibrated design (using the same letter notations as before) are noted in Figure 4.5, while 
additional events that have not been discussed previously are: 
G. Failure of retainers and subsequent sliding of the bearings at Abutment 1, 
H. Failure of retainers at the Pier 1 substructure, 
I. Stick-slip behavior of elastomeric and fixed bearings due to redistribution of forces 
















































































































































































Figure 4.5  Transverse pushover of calibrated bridge design 
For this analysis the retainers at all substructures failed and the bridge experienced much 
less rotation than in the analysis shown in Section 4.2.  The total system force capacity was 
reduced from 3700 kN (830 kips) to 2600 kN (580 kips), allowing the structure to begin sliding 
at a lower force.  After all retainers fail, the superstructure does not rotate much in plan, and after 
a global displacement of 70 mm (2.7 in.) the bearings begin sticking and slipping at various 




superstructure, which leads to differential (and sometimes reverse) movements in the bearings.   
 
 
4.4 Transverse pushover analysis – fixed condition at all bearings  
 
To further characterize the absolute and relative performance of the quasi-isolation 
system, the pushover analyses shown in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 above can also be compared to a 
case where the bearings are modeled as directly attached to the superstructure and substructure 
and simply exhibiting linear elastic behavior (with no failure or slip), as shown in Figure 4.6 (a).  
This case leads to very large forces for only a small transverse movement of the bridge.  At a 
model displacement of 28 mm (1.1 in.), which corresponds to the displacement at peak force for 
the prototype bridge transverse pushover, the fixed condition case produced a force of 15300 kN 
(3440 kips). This corresponds to roughly four times the maximum force observed in the 
prototype bridge design and six times the maximum force in the calibrated design.  For even 
larger displacements, the maximum transverse force for the quasi-isolated systems remained at a 
plateau of around 1600 kN (360 kips), while the fixed condition pushover force continued 
increasing.  Since the piers were still modeled as fiber sections and the bearings were not 
allowed to deform and slip for the fixed condition analysis, this case resulted in significant 
yielding and plastic deformation of the two multi-column piers.  Pier force-displacement 
diagrams for the three analyses are shown in Figure 4.6 (b) and (c).  By implementing retainers 
with lower capacity, the calibrated design case limited the shear force in Pier 1 to 930 kN (205 
kips), while the same pier reached a maximum force of 1350 kN (305 kips) for the original 
prototype design.  For both quasi-isolated analyses, Pier 2 reached a maximum force of 1535 kN 
(345 kips), which corresponds to the combined break-off force for the fixed bearings at that 
substructure.  Stage 3 of the research project is investigating other bridge variations with 
calibrated designs that should provide the desired quasi-isolation behavior.   
Results of the transverse pushover analyses are similar to some previous parametric 
studies carried out for existing older wall pier bridges in southern Illinois.  Those analyses, 
performed by (Bignell, LaFave, and Hawkins 2005), typically employed steel bearings and 
included model nonlinearities in the substructure and foundation elements.  In many of those 
parametric transverse analyses, significant total force drops occurred due to failures of the 




foundation elements.  This failure progression is similar to that intended for quasi-isolated 
bridges, where bearings would reliably permit controlled fusing and would limit the force 
transferred to substructures.  Pushover curves from the earlier parametric pushover analyses, 
look similar to the quasi-isolated analyses experiencing large (and sometimes multiple) force 
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Figure 4.6  Comparison of transverse pushover analyses 
 
4.5 Summary of localized behaviors and pushover analyses  
 
When a prototype bridge system is subjected to monotonically increasing longitudinal 
loading, flexural yielding occurs at the concrete pier with the low-profile fixed bearings, 
followed by slip of the elastomeric bearings at the abutments, and then finally the backwall 
deforms when the superstructure closes the expansion joint gap.  The abutment backwall 
provides significant force capacity to the system, and limits longitudinal deformations of the 
structure.  It was noted that the outside bearings which carry higher loads from the added weight 




did not cause a significant influence on the overall pushover curve.  The influence of the 
backwall component should be taken into account during seismic analysis and design since it can 
limit the level of force transferred to the substructure and could provide savings for the 
substructures of the bridge.  The fixed bearing ultimate capacity should be studied in further 
detail, since that component can be designed to break-off at lower forces and thereby prevent 
yielding of the piers and nonlinearity in the foundations.  This is the intended behavior for 
bridges designed by the IDOT procedure. 
When the bridge system was subjected to transverse loading, the superstructure rotates 
due to the relative stiffness of the bearings and retainers that are engaged. Fixed bearings fail 
first and begin sliding, followed by failure of the retainers and subsequent sliding of the bearings 
at the other substructures.  Bi-directional behavior of the bearings is important for cases where 
superstructure twisting in plan may occur.  It was noted that in this scenario the overturning 
effects, the bi-directional coupling and varying force distribution can cause significant 
differential in bearing break-off forces.  The capacity of the retainers and low-profile fixed 
bearing assemblies have a significant influence on forces transferred between the superstructure 
and substructure of the bridge.  A pushover analysis that only incorporates the stiffness of the 
bridge deck and piers (but not the stiffness and capacity of the bearings) significantly 
overestimates the system forces.    
In general it was noted that these pushover analyses presented valuable information about 
localized behaviors, the sequence of damage and peak shears that can be expected in a typical 
bridge.  The analyses point out critical elements such as pier 2 in the longitudinal direction, and 
also highlight the benefit of the backwalls in the longitudinal direction.  The inelastic pushover 
analyses give a much better idea of the behavior than the case where the bearings are considered 
elastic, but none of the analyses presented in this chapter give a good representation of what 
system displacements are to be expected from an earthquake.  The parametric incremental 
dynamic analyses discussed in Chapters 5-7 provide comprehensive results on what the expected 





OVERVIEW OF PARAMETRIC STUDY 
 
The broader goal of this study is to better understand the seismic performance of bridges 
that have the potential to reach what would be considered a quasi-isolated response.  The matrix 
of parametric variations (Table 2.1) was developed to capture a range of bridge structures that 
are considered typical for the state of Illinois.  Parameters varied include the superstructure type 
and length, the substructure type, the substructure height, the foundation stiffness, and the 
isolation bearing types.  Based on drawings of existing bridges and collaboration with the IDOT 
technical review panel, the selected bridges were considered to be characteristic for the Southern 
Illinois region.  The seismic hazard for this region was also a focus of this study, since the quasi 
isolation system is considered best suited for regions with high-risk, low recurrence earthquakes.  
Therefore the various bridges were studied for earthquake ground shaking inputs particular to the 
New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ).  The seismic hazard was scaled to investigate different 
earthquake intensities, and two sets of ground motions were used to capture the hazard for 
locations with different soil types.  This chapter gives an outline of the parametric variations and 
seismic hazards considered for the study. 
 
 
5.1 Parametric variations and naming conventions 
 
Bridge model variations are named with a series of letters and numbers to provide a 
nomenclature for the parameters used in the study.  The first two letters of the model name 
indicate the superstructure type, (Ss-Steel short; Sl-Steel long; Cs-Concrete short).  The third 
letter and the following two numbers designate the intermediate substructure type (C-Column 
pier; W-Wall pier) and height in feet (15 ft - 4.5 m; 40 ft - 12.2 m).  The next letter and number 
indicate the bearing type used (T1-Type I IDOT bearing; T2-Type II IDOT bearing), and the 
final letter indicates the soil conditions modeled (F-Fixed/rock; S- Flexible foundation boundary 
condition).  Based on these definitions, the prototype bridge can be denoted as SsC15T1F, 




m (40 ft) wall piers with flexible foundation boundary conditions and Type II IDOT bearings.  
Later in this study, the symbols ‘X’, ‘x’, and ‘#’ are used to designate all the variations of a 
particular parameter.  Bridge variations defined using this nomenclature result in forty-eight 
distinct bridges that are studied in this research. Details on the various parameters used are 
available in Table 5.1, and two sample meshes of the finite element bridge models created with 
OpenSees (McKenna, Mazzoni, and Fenves 2006) are shown in Figure 5.1. 
 
































Multi-Column Pier Substructure Information 
Column clear height 4.5 m (15 ft) 12.2 m (40 ft) 4.5 m (15 ft) 12.2 m (40 ft) 4.5 m (15 ft) 12.2 m (40 ft)
Column diameter 91 cm (36 in) 91 cm (36 in) 91 cm (36 in) 91 cm (36 in) 91 cm (36 in) 91 cm (36 in)
Reinf. Ratio 1.07% 1.07% 1.46% 1.46% 1.46% 1.46%
Wall Pier Substructure Information 
Wall clear height 4.5 m (15 ft) 12.2 m (40 ft) 4.5 m (15 ft) 12.2 m (40 ft) 4.5 m (15 ft) 12.2 m (40 ft)
Wall width 10.7 m (35 ft) 10.7 m (35 ft) 10.7 m (35 ft) 10.7 m (35 ft) 10.7 m (35 ft) 10.7 m (35 ft)
Wall thickness 91 cm (36 in.) 91 cm (36 in.) 91 cm (36 in.) 91 cm (36 in.) 91 cm (36 in.) 91 cm (36 in.)
Reinf. Ratio 0.15% 0.15% 0.15% 0.19% 0.15% 0.19%
23x48 cm (9x19 in.)
2.5 cm (1.0 in.)
4.8 cm (1.9 in.)
3.2 cm (1.25 in.)
9x19
262 kN (59 kips)
13-a
33x51 cm (13x20 in.)
13-a
33x51 cm (13x20 in.)




 91.4cm (36 in.) PPC I-Girder
Steel Short (Ss)
W27x84 U.S.
23x30 cm (9x12 in.)
4.8 cm (1.9 in.)
1.9 cm (0.75 in.)
23x30 cm (9x12 in.)
7.6 cm (3 in.)
9-a
7.6 cm (3 in.)
2.5 cm (1.0 in.) 3.8 cm (1.5 in.)
9x11 9x13
23x28 cm (9x11 in.) 23x33 cm (9x13 in.)
170 kN (38 kips) 377 kN (85 kips)
11-a 15-a
28x41 cm2 (11x16 in.) 38x61 cm (15x24 in.)
5.1 cm (2 in.) 7.6 cm (3 in.)
28x41 cm2 (11x16 in.) 38x61 cm (15x24 in.)
6.7 cm (2.6 in.) 13.3 cm (5.25 in.)
65 kN (15 kips)
11-a 15-b
15.2 - 15.2 - 15.2 m (50 - 50 - 50 ft) 24.4 - 36.6 - 24.4 m (80 - 120 - 80 ft)
96 kN/m (6.6 kip/ft)
1.9 cm (0.75 in.)
9-c
18.3 - 18.3 - 18.3 m (60 - 60 - 60 ft)
6.7 cm (2.6 in.)
105 kN/m (7.2 kip/ft) 124 kN/m (8.45 kip/ft)
38x61 cm (15x24 in.)
13.3 cm (5.25 in.)
9-b
23x30 cm (9x12 in.)
113 kN (25 kips) 315 kN (71 kips) 200 kN (45 kips)
15-e
94 kN (21 kips) 94 kN (21 kips)
9-b
23x30 cm (9x12 in.)
6.7 cm (2.6 in.)
7-b
18x30 cm (7x12 in.)
3.8 cm (1.5 in.)







(a) Bridge CsS40T1F (b) Bridge SlW15T1F 
 
Figure 5.1 Sample finite element meshes for two prototype bridges 
 
5.2 Earthquake simulation for parametric study 
  
Numerical models for seismic analyses have over time progressed from simplified linear 
approximations of stiffness and force to more advanced nonlinear systems where components 
capable of cracking, yielding, sliding and buckling can be modeled individually.  Currently, the 
most advanced type of analysis is one where all nonlinear behaviors are explicitly simulated, the 
numerical model is subjected to transient dynamic excitation, and a structure’s behavior and 
characteristics are observed and updated at every time step as nonlinearity appears throughout 
the model.  This type of analysis, however, makes the results highly dependent on the particular 
ground motion selected for analysis.  To ascertain the validity of these analyses, researchers use 
multi-record incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) with several ground motions and vary the 
motion intensity by a scale factor to provide a comprehensive representation of bridge behavior 
(Vamvatsikos and Cornell 2002).  The bridges in this parametric study are subjected to response 
history analyses with different ground motions to assess effects from the nature of the hazard, the 
intensity of earthquake excitation, and the different directions of shaking. Damping in the model 
occurs both from hysteretic damping due to the nonlinear behaviors of the elements, and also 
from stiffness and mass proportional viscous damping, that is added explicitly and is estimated to 
be 5%. 
 
5.2.1. Seismic hazard quantification 
There are numerous properties of the applied ground motion that affect the response of a 











of the earthquake, the source mechanism, the distance from the epicenter to the bridge site, the 
attenuation of the seismic motions with distance, and the soil type at the bridge site.  These 
factors vary greatly for different locations in the United States, and much research (Tavakoli, 
Pezeshk, and Cox 2010; Wen and Wu 2001), has gone into understanding, quantifying, and 
simulating earthquakes in the Mid-America region, where a relatively high seismic risk exists, 
but the hazard is not particularly well understood.  For a given epicentral distance and earthquake 
magnitude, the soil type at the site is the main factor that then governs the amplitude and 
frequency content of strong ground motion.  This is accounted for in the seismic design 
provisions given by AASHTO (2009), where the design response spectrum varies based on one 
of the seven recognized soil types, all of which may be found in Illinois.   
Based on studies of the NMSZ, researchers have developed various synthetic records that 
are capable of modeling characteristics of the Mississippi embayment. Wu and Wen (1999) 
performed studies and generated ground motions for rock and soil sites in Mid-America, 
focusing specifically on Memphis, TN, St. Louis, MO, and Carbondale, IL.  Ten synthetic 
ground motion acceleration records were developed for each combination of site location, site 
condition (rock versus soil), and return period (475 years and 2475 years).  Acceleration spectra, 
assuming 5% damping, were generated for bedrock excitation as well as for a Carbondale site 
based on boring log data; however, it was deemed that although these ground records were 
interesting, it would be necessary to generate new 1000 year return period records, and the 
records would have to be evaluated for both a general soft soil condition as well as some type of 
typical stiff soil condition. 
Additional work has been performed by Fernandez and Rix (2008) to provide 
characteristic synthetic free-field surface ground motions for several locations throughout the 
Upper Mississippi Embayment.  Figure 5.2 identifies locations with available ground motions 
that include the effects of inelastic soil response for deep soil conditions.  Suites of surface 
ground acceleration records were generated at each site identified on the map, with ten records 
produced for each of 475, 975, and 2475 year return period events.  From these ground motions, 
two sets of 10 synthetic records can provide realistic hazard approximations for a 7% in 75 year 
risk (1000 year recurrence) event for southern Illinois locations with rock (Cape Girardeau, MO - 




displacement spectra for the ground motions provided by Fernandez and Rix (2008) at these two 








(a) Acceleration spectra for Cape Girardeau (b) Acceleration spectra for Paducah 





















































(a) Velocity spectra for Cape Girardeau (b) Velocity spectra for Paducah 
Figure 5.4 Velocity spectra for synthetic ground records 
 
 
(a) Displacement spectra for Cape Girardeau (b) Displacement spectra for Paducah 
Figure 5.5 Displacement spectra for synthetic ground records 
 
5.2.2. Scaling of ground motions 
An important consideration as to how ground motions are applied for analysis also deals 
with the baseline hazard to which the bridge is subjected. Previous research suggests that before 
modeling, all ground motions should be normalized to some measure of intensity, such as the 
































































































first-mode period of the structure (Sa(T1)) (Vamvatsikos and Cornell 2002). The parametric suite 
contains bridges with elastic first-mode natural periods varying from 0.2 seconds to over 1 
second, and periods increase greatly as nonlinearities appear during analysis.  A modal analysis 
for the parametric variations in this study was performed as part of this project by Meléndez 
Gimeno (2011).  Therefore it was decided to normalize the motions based on a technique used in 
the SAC Joint Venture (Somerville et al. 1997), where a single scale factor is used to minimize 
the weighted sum of the squared error between the average spectrum and the target design 
spectrum.  Weighting factors of 0.1, 0.3, 0.3, and 0.3, for periods of 0.2, 1, 2, and 4 seconds, 
respectively, can be used to provide an approximation over a range of periods. Equation (5.1) 
shows the calculation for least-squares fit, based on an assumption of lognormally distributed 
ground shaking hazard at each period: 
 
     ܵܨ = ∏ ൤ ௌೌ೔೟ௌೌ೔ಶೂ൨
௪೔ே௜ୀଵ             (5.1) 
 
where ܁܉ܑܜ  is the design spectral acceleration at period i,	܁܉ܑ۳ۿ  is the synthetic ground record 
average spectral acceleration at period i, ܟܑ is the weighting factor for period i, and Π denotes 
the product of a sequence across the different periods being matched. This procedure is 
particularly well-suited for research applications since it places more emphasis on scaling a 
ground motion for periods of 1, 2, and 4 seconds, with less emphasis on matching the spectral 
acceleration for low period excitation, where ground motions can be more significantly variable.  
This methodology was used to fit the synthetic ground motions to a 1000 year recurrence 
design spectra hazard for Cairo, Illinois, which is derived by AASHTO (2008).  The rock CG 
records are normalized to Soil Class B hazard and the stiff soils Pa records are normalized to the 
Soil Class D hazard at the location.  Figure 5.6 shows the existing ground motion spectra 
normalized to the respective design spectra, and these ground motions constitute the baseline 
hazard used in this research.   
The ground motions as shown in Figure 5.6 are considered to be at a Scale Factor (SF) of 
1.0, and are linearly scaled up and down to provide relative estimates of structural performance 
for different excitation hazards.  The location of Cairo, Illinois has one of the highest hazards for 




typically have lower hazards, so as an example the design spectrum hazard in Carbondale, IL can 
be approximated by scaling the baseline ground motions with a factor of roughly 0.5. Also, since 
the IDOT design procedure is a prescriptive one that is not directly dependent on the spectral 
acceleration, bridges that perform adequately for the Cairo location will likely do so for any 
Illinois site.  The current research used six distinct scale factors (0.5; 0.75; 1.0 = design; 1.25; 
1.5; and 1.75) that encompassed different hazard levels.  
 
(a) Acceleration spectra for Cape Girardeau 
normalized to Cairo Soil Class B Hazard  
(rock) 
(b) Acceleration spectra for Paducah 
normalized to Cairo Soil Class D Hazard (stiff 
soil) 
Figure 5.6 Spectral acceleration of synthetic ground records normalized to the Cairo, 
Illinois design hazard 
 
The spectral acceleration of actual earthquake events increases logarithmically for higher 
magnitude risks, and so the linear scaling used herein does not perfectly simulate higher risks. 
However, the maximum considered earthquake (MCE) hazard (2% in 50 year risk) for the Cairo 
location can be approximated to be between the 1.5 and 1.75 linearly scaled ground motions.  
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AASHTO Design Spectrum for
Soil Class D at Cairo, IL
AASHTO Design Spectrum for
Soil Class D at Carbondale, IL





(a) Scaled Cape Girardeau ground motion 
averages 
(b) Scaled Paducah ground motion 
averages 
Figure 5.7 Scaled ground motion averages compared to design spectra 
 
5.2.3. Vertical acceleration effects 
The effects of vertical accelerations can be a significant concern for bridges since they 
can alter the force distribution, perhaps even causing failure in reinforced concrete piers (Kim, 
Holub, and Elnashai 2011), and can also cause large variations in the normal force experienced 
by bearings / isolators.  Furthermore, since vertical accelerations are typically of high frequency 
content, they can coincide with the vertical natural period of the bridge and cause increased 
vertical oscillation.   
The current research, however, does not include the effects of vertical acceleration, for 
several compelling reasons.  (a) This project is aimed at bridges in southern Illinois, a region of 
roughly 200 x 400 km (125 x 250 miles) located north of the New Madrid fault zone, and since 
vertical accelerations attenuate quickly (Elgamal and He 2004), becoming less significant for 
epicentral distances greater than 30km, it is likely that  high vertical acceleration would not be a 
typical hazard for most of the area. (b) The NMSZ is believed to be characterized by a strike-slip 
fault that is not expected to produce high vertical accelerations, and current research confirms 
that horizontal-to-vertical component (H/V) spectral ratios are relatively high, with values 
between 2 and 4 in the low-frequency range (f ≤ 5 Hz) (Zandieh and Pezeshk 2011; Tavakoli, 
Pezeshk, and Cox 2010). (c) Contrary to general speculation, some recent research has shown 











































































Whittaker, and Fenves 2004; Iemura, Jain, and Taghikhany 2004). (d) In many of the parametric 
bridge cases, the response is primarily influenced by the presence of retainers, fixed bearings and 
backwalls, rather than behavior in the bearing isolators or piers that could be more affected by 
vertical acceleration. 
 
5.2.4. Directionality effects 
Current design provisions (AASHTO 2009) recommend that when carrying out 
calculations in one of a bridge’s orthogonal directions, in addition to applying the full demand in 
the direction of interest, the designer should also add 30% of the absolute value of the demand in 
the perpendicular direction to account for the directional uncertainty of earthquake motion.  
Some recent research (Mackie, Cronin, and Nielson 2011), has used nonlinear MDOF analyses 
of symmetric multi-span highway bridges with no skew, within a stochastic framework, to show 
that the incidence angle is typically negligible in the bridge response. Other work (Bisadi and 
Head 2010), however, has shown that there may be significant variance caused by the incidence 
angle.  Only uni-directional ground motions are available for the region, and therefore the current 
research focused primarily on orthogonal applications of the ground shaking.  Sample studies 
were carried out with non-orthogonal (45° incident angle) excitation, for the SsC15T2S, 
SlW15T1F and the CsC40T1S bridge variations.  As will be shown in the Chapters 6 and 7, 
although non-orthogonal excitation may alter bridge response and vary the sequence of damage, 
maximum bridge response typically occurs from unidirectional application of orthogonal ground 
motions.  The design scenario where 30% of the ground motion is applied in a perpendicular 
direction is also discarded as it is also believed to provide little if any additional information than 











 CHAPTER 6 
DYNAMIC ANALYSES OF QUASI-ISOLATED SYSTEMS 
 
Transient dynamic analyses have been performed for each bridge configuration with all 
twenty ground motions (scaled independently).  Stiffness and mass proportional damping of 5% 
is used in the mode and additional damping occurs from hysteretic behavior of the nonlinear 
elements.   Each model experiences a unique nonlinear response for each ground motion, and 
different limit states are reached in every individual analysis.  Force and displacement data has 
been recorded for each nonlinear component of the bridge at every time step of the ground 
motion.  Looking at individual components leads to a comprehensive, but complex, overview of 
the bridge’s performance, so the data has also been simplified for separate systems. For example, 
at every substructure all bearing forces are summed and represented against an average of the 
bearing displacements. The bridge SsC40T1S was chosen to show a sample dynamic behavior 
since this bridge experiences several interesting nonlinearities, and also results in a sequence of 
damage that is discouraged per the IDOT ERS.  All raw data from the analyses is presented in 
Appendix B.  
 
 
6.1 Limit states encountered in dynamic analyses of bridges 
  
A list of limit states that can be expected for a typical bridge in both the longitudinal and 
transverse directions is shown in Table 6.1. Nonlinear limit states include sliding and failure in 
the bearing components, as well as yielding of the backwalls and piers.  These can be observed 
from hysteretic force-displacement curves of the various elements, as will be shown in Figure 
6.2 and Figure 6.6.  Un-seating of the bearing elements can occur if the bearings slide off of the 
piers or abutments.  This is not explicitly modeled, and therefore these limit states were 
determined based on maximum acceptable displacements.  Type I bearings were experimentally 
shown to be reliable, and the model defined in Section 3.1 was considered to be valid, as long as 




abutment seats were considered to be dimensioned based on the IDOT Bridge Manual (IDOT 
2009).   
 
For the 1000 year event, the required support width, N, in inches, is calculated as: 
 
2
11 1.253.94 0.0204 0.084 1.087 1 2
cos
vF SBN L H H
L 
               (6.1) 
Where: 
 
L=  Typical length between expansion joints (ft) 
H= Height of tallest substructure unit between expansion joints, including units at the 
joints (ft) 
B = Out-to-out width of the superstructure (ft) 
α =  Skew angle (°) 
FvS1= One second period spectral response coefficient modified for Site Class 
B/L = Not to be taken greater than 3/8 
  This equation was used to design the appropriate seat width for each bridge structure for 
the Cairo Seismic Hazard.   Type I bearing unseating was assumed to occur when any part of the 
bearing moved off of the designed substructure seat, as is shown in Figure 6.1 (a).  At this phase, 
although the structure may not have collapsed, the bearing model would not capture the response 
accurately, and it is likely that the system will move into a more unstable configuration.  As was 
presented in Chapter 3, Type II bearings were tested to displacements large enough to where the 
top plate was not in full contact with the bottom plate.  Since highly nonlinear and unstable 
behaviors were observed for these bearings when the contact area decreased, unseating was 
assumed to occur when the contact distance (smallest dimension of rectangular contact area) 
became less than 7.5 cm (3 in.) as is shown in Figure 6.1 (b).  For example Type II 7-b bearings, 
used at the abutments of short steel (Ss) structures, are assumed to begin unseating at a 
longitudinal displacement of 10.5 cm (4 in).  Unseating of the bearings can cause extensive 
damage to the superstructure, substructure and diaphragm elements, or lead to a local or global 
collapse of the girders.  Also, after unseating occurs, the validity of the computational models 
becomes somewhat questionable and the system is considered to have reached a critical limit 




philosophy, it is expected that future revisions of the IDOT bridge manual will aim to prevent 
this limit state as it is expected to lead to span loss in the bridge.  
 
(a) Type I bearing unseating condition (b) Type II bearing unseating condition 
Figure 6.1 Schematic representation of bearing unseating condition 
 
Table 6.1 Typical limit states observed in bridge prototypes 
 
 
Although a nonlinear model was used to simulate the behavior of the flexible foundation 
boundary condition, no significant nonlinearity was encountered in the foundation elements, and 
limit states were not encountered for the foundation systems.  Maximum foundation shear 
displacements were observed for the long superstructure bridge with wall pier substructures and 
remained below 20 cm (8 in.) for the design level earthquake.  Even at MCE loading, the largest 
foundation deformations were less than 25 cm (10 in.), and the elements remained essentially 
elastic.  The nonlinear curves used for modeling of the flexible foundation condition are 
discussed in Chapter 2, and by inspection it can be seen that the foundations only go a little bit 
into the non-linear range.  Since steel H-pile foundations were used both at the abutment and at 
the piers, the performance of these systems is likely better than for some other types of 
foundations used in Illinois, so base shear data from this study can be used to determine if other 
foundation systems may be applicable for carrying quasi-isolated bridges.  
if d > 0  unseating
Concrete 
substructure




Type II bearing 




EA - Elastomeric bearings slide at abutment P1 - Pier 1 yields 
EP - Elastomeric bearing slides at Pier 1 P2 - Pier 2 yields
RA - Retainer failure at abutment
RP - Retainer failure at Pier 1
Fb - Fixed (low-profile) bearing failure UA - Unseating of bearing at abutment
Bw - Backwall yielding UP - Unseating of bearing at pier





When subjecting a bridge to transverse excitation, the limit states of bearings sliding and 
retainers failing are technically considered as independent events; however, by inspection of the 
results, it was noted that the retainers had a much larger influence on global behavior than did the 
bearings.  The retainer capacity was the primary factor controlling the force transferred between 
superstructure and substructure, and until the retainers had failed, the system movement and 
relative bearing displacements remained essentially zero. Therefore, when considering limit 
states for transverse analyses, only the RA and RP limit states are indicated hereafter, indicating 
simultaneous occurrence of also the EA and EP limit states, respectively.  
 
 
6.2 Longitudinal dynamic behavior of quasi-isolated bridge systems  
  
Longitudinal hysteretic behavior of the bearings, backwalls, and piers of the SsC15T2S 
bridge are shown in Figure 6.2. The bridge was subjected to pure longitudinal ground shaking 
from one of the stiff soil (Pa) ground motions with scale factors of 0.5 and 1.5.  The relative pier 
displacement is calculated by taking the top of the pier displacement, subtracting the foundation 
shear deformation as well as the base rotation times the pier height, and thereby giving a force 
displacement behavior which is comparable for different foundations and different pier heights.  
In Figure 6.2 the maximum recorded forces and relative displacements are shown with an X and 
a square respectively.  Relative displacements of the bearings indicate the magnitude of 
movement at the sliding interface such that the elastic bearing deformation is removed (i.e. when 






Figure 6.2  Longitudinal dynamic behavior of the SsC15T2S bridge subjected to pure 
longitudinal excitation. Maximum response indicated with a square for relative 
displacement and an X for force 
 
Figure 6.2 shows the occurrence of several interesting nonlinear behaviors for the typical 
longitudinal analyses.  The ground motion applied at SF = 0.5 results in only elastic deformation 
of the column piers, and there is no contact with the backwalls.  However, when the SF = 1.5 
motion is applied, column Pier 2 experiences yielding, the backwall is engaged and experiences 
nonlinear deformation, and the bearings slide much more, coming close to unseating at 
Substructure #4 (where the UA limit state is indicated by the vertical dash-dot lines).   
Results similar to those presented above are available for all components for each 
individual analysis.  To capture the bridge behavior for the entire suite of ground motions and for 
varying earthquake intensity, the indicated maximum values from the plots above are transferred 
onto Figure 6.3, where the force and displacement response are plotted against the earthquake 
scale factor, resulting in an IDA curve for the bridge response.  The plots use a circle to show the 
average response to the suite of ten Paducah ground motions applied at a certain scale factor, and 
horizontal lines are used to indicate the range of standard deviations for the data set. The squares 
and Xs, indicating the maximum displacements and forces specific to the analyses carried out 


























































































































The IDA curves in Figure 6.3 also show the incremental behavior for the SsC15T2S 
bridge, subjected to non-orthogonal shaking at a 45° incident angle.  It can be seen that the non-
orthogonal analysis causes the fixed bearing component to fracture and slide (toward 
experiencing a displacement of about 10 cm (4 in.) at SF = 1.75), while the pure longitudinal 
case causes only minor elasto-plastic deformation.  For the non-orthogonal shaking, the coupled 
longitudinal and transverse forces exceed the bearing capacity, while in the pure longitudinal 
case Pier 2 experienced yielding before the fixed bearing fractures, as can be observed from the 
Substructure #3 forces shown in Figure 6.2.  Finally these IDA plots show that, with the 
exception of the Substructure #3 fixed bearing displacements, all other force and displacement 
response is greater for the pure longitudinal excitation.  The non-orthogonal shaking case is also 
compared to pure transverse excitation in Section 6.3. 
 
 
Figure 6.3 Maximum absolute longitudinal response of SsC15T2S bridge for incremental 
hazard 
 
The IDA plots are useful in determining the overall system behavior and the sequence of 
damage as different limit states occur in different analyses.  For instance, in Figure 6.3 one can 
see that the base shear at the abutments corresponds to backwall interaction that begins to appear 

























































Mean response for pure longitudinal excitation with Pa motions




a larger part of the seismic demands.  The base shear for Substructure #3 is limited to roughly 1.2 
MN (270 kips) due to yielding of the column pier at that substructure.  The sequence of damage 
for the SsC15T2S bridge subjected to Pa (stiff soil) ground motions is shown in Figure 6.4 (a) 
and (c).  The SsC15T1S bridge experiences yielding of Pier 2 before the design level earthquake, 
and also unseating at the abutment when the SF = 1.5 incremental hazard is reached.  Both of 
these limit states are discouraged for a properly quasi-isolated system.   
A preferred longitudinal sequence of damage for the quasi-isolated system would begin 
with “inexpensive” limit states (bearings sliding, EA and EP) for small earthquakes, followed by 
relatively easy to repair limit states (Fb and Bw) for design level earthquakes, and finally would 
permit damage to substructure elements (P1 and P2) so long as there is no unseating of the 
bearings. For the IDOT ERS, an underlying requirement is that there is no substructure yielding 
or unseating for scale factors of 1.0 or less.  Figure 6.4 (b) shows a schematic of a sample 
acceptable sequence of damage, which is also plotted with square markers in part (c) of that 
figure.  Note that the sequence of damage does not need to follow any particular pattern of 
damage, as long as limit states do not enter the dark (orange in color) shading indicated in Figure 
6.4 (c).   
 
(a) Sequence of damage for SsC15T2F bridge  
(b) A sample sequence of acceptable damage (c) Sequence of damage plot 
  
Figure 6.4 Sequence of damage representation for incremental longitudinal hazard 
 
A sample of an acceptable longitudinal sequence of damage is the bridge variation 
SsC40T1F.  Figure 6.5 shows the IDA plots for the relative bearing and pier displacements for 
#1 EA #1 EA#2 EP
#3 P2
#5 UA #5 UA
#4 Bw #4 Bw























#1 EA #1 EA#2 EP
#5 P2






that bridge when subjected to the Pa and the CG ground motion suites.  The tall pier system is 
relatively flexible and has a high period of vibration, so the overall system displacement (and 
bearing displacement at the abutments grows essentially linearly with the increase in excitation 
intensity.  Since the piers are flexible no yielding occurs at lower scale factors and fusing of the 
bearings at the intermediate substructures occurs later than for the short bridge variant.  The IDA 
curves and hysteretic data, show that after a scale factor of about 1.25, the bearings at the 
intermediate substructure bearings have fused, and the pier displacements increase more than the 
overall system (deck) displacement.  This occurs because the backwalls limit the deck’s 
longitudinal displacement while the piers oscillate greatly from excitation of their self-weight.  
The sequence of damage for the SsC40T1F structure, as shown in Figure 6.4 is acceptable, since 
no unseating occurs and pier damage occurs only after the design earthquake.  Finally, 
comparing the response of the bridge subjected to CG vs. Pa motions, it is clear that the 
excitation from the stiff, Class D soils, is larger and this makes sense since the structural period 
of this bridge is initially high and increases as damage occurs through the system.  
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Mean response for pure longitudinal excitation with Pa motions




6.3 Transverse dynamic behavior of quasi-isolated bridge systems 
  
Figure 6.6 shows hysteretic behavior of the retainers, bearings, and foundations of the 
SsC15T2S bridge when subjected to pure transverse excitation from one of the stiff soil (Pa) 
ground motions with scale factors of 0.5 and 1.5. From the force-displacement plots, it can be 
seen that the bearings begin to slide primarily after the retainers have failed, and one can also 
observe some nonlinear behavior in the foundations for the higher earthquake loads.   
 
 
Figure 6.6  Transverse dynamic behavior of the SsC15T2S bridge subjected to pure 
transverse excitation. Maximum response indicated with a square for relative displacement 
and a cross for force 
 
In Figure 6.7 the maximum absolute response values are again transferred onto IDA 
curves that show the response mean and standard deviation of the SsC15T2S bridge for pure 
transverse and non-orthogonal excitation.  The base shear plots at the abutments correspond well 
to the maximum retainer and bearing sliding forces recorded earlier, while the base shears at the 










































































































































































can cause additional seismic force for higher levels of ground acceleration.   The abutment 
retainers fail and permit sliding at a hazard level of roughly SF = 0.75; the low-profile fixed 
bearings start to fail at a scale factors of 1.25, while the Pier 1 retainers fuse last at SF = 1.5.  
After the fuse components have failed, the displacements begin to increase significantly, 
resulting in abutment and pier bearings unseating at SF = 1.5.  The pure transverse excitation 
again causes much larger base shears and displacements than the non-orthogonal excitation.  
This behavior can be explained since the bridge investigated with non-orthogonal excitation 
takes advantage of multiple lateral systems, including the side retainers and strong axis of the 
pier substructures, for the transverse force component, and the abutment backwall for the 
longitudinal force component. 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Maximum absolute transverse response of SsC15T1S bridge for incremental 
hazard 
 
The transverse sequence of damage for the SsC15T2S structure, as shown in Figure 6.8, 
follows an acceptable level of fusing with the exception of the unseating behavior at close to the 
MCE hazard.  An acceptable sequence of damage for the system permits retainer damage (RA 

























































Mean response for pure transverse excitation with Pa motions




than design level earthquakes.   An acceptable damage sequence is shown in Figure 6.8 (b), and 
is plotted with squares in part (c) of the same figure.   
 
(a) Sequence of damage for SsC15T2F  bridge 
(b) A sample sequence of acceptable damage (c) Sequence of damage plot 
  
Figure 6.8 Sequence of damage representation for incremental transverse hazard 
 
The SlC15T1F bridge also has an acceptable sequence of damage for transverse 
excitation as is  shown in Figure 6.8 (c).  The IDA curves that characterize the bridge behavior 
are shown in Figure 6.9.  The bearing displacement plots show that although the transverse 
displacements are high (36 cm (14 in.)), no unseating occurs.  For this bridge all bearing 
components fuse, thereby permitting quasi-isolation of the structure.  Despite the full fusing, 
intermediate pier damage is noted to occur at a high scale factors.  The yielding in the piers 
occurs sue to the self-weight of the piers and the large forces from the long (Sl) superstructure.  
 
#1 RA #1 RA#3 RP
#4 UA #4 UA#4 UP
#2 Fb
























































































Mean response for pure transverse excitation with Pa motions





RESULTS OF PARAMETRIC STUDY 
 
Results from the entire parametric space were compared based on the peak recorded 
displacements, the normalized abutment and intermediate substructure base shears, and the 
observed sequence of damage.  Peak recorded displacement values for a specific bridge and 
scale factor were taken as the average maximum bearing displacement for an entire suite of 
records.  The maximum base shears were normalized by dividing the base shear by the vertical 
force at the substructure foundation before beginning the seismic analysis.  Finally the sequence 
of damage was evaluated based on the methodology presented in Chapter 6 where Figure 6.3 and 
6.6 were used to schematically represent limit states as they occur in the longitudinal and 
transverse directions.  Appendix B presents the raw results from the parametric study and 
Appendix C presents post-processed data which is more convenient for the system evaluation. 
Section 7.1 presents comparison of the response of the different bridges and sections 7.2 - 7.4 
present insight to the performance of the quasi isolated systems.  
 
7.1  Data synthesis and evaluation 
7.1.1  System displacements 
Table 7.1 presents the average maximum displacements for various groups of bridges, for 
different directions and for different ground motions of excitation. The nomenclature used to 
identify the bridge variations is described in detail in Chapter 5. Two letters are used to indicate 
the superstructure type, (Ss-Steel short; Sl-Steel long; Cs-Concrete short), another letter and the 
two numbers designate the intermediate substructure type (C-Column pier; W-Wall pier) and 
height in feet (15 ft - 4.5 m; 40 ft - 12.2 m).  Furthermore a letter and number indicate the 
bearing type used (T1-Type I IDOT bearing; T2-Type II IDOT bearing) and a final letter 
indicates the soil conditions modeled (F-Fixed/rock; S-flexible boundary conditions).  Thereby in 
Table 7.1 the value listed under C, Longitudinal Stiff Soil (Pa) (12.9 cm), presents the average 
maximum displacement for all 24 bridge variations that have multi-column piers.  Comparisons 




we can note that out of the entire parametric space, bridges with tall piers experience 50% more 
displacement when subjected to longitudinal excitation from Stiff Soil Pa ground motions. 
Finally at the bottom of Table 7.1 there is a comparison between system response from the CG 
and Pa Ground motions.  There we can observe that bridges with higher periods (Sl, 40’ or S 
soil) typically experience larger amplification of response from the Stiff Soil excitation than 
those with shorter periods.  Comparisons considered to be of interest are indicated with a gray 



























Table 7.1 Average maximum displacements at SF = 1.0 for different groups of bridge 




Longitudinal  Stiff Soil (Pa) (cm) Transverse  Stiff Soil (Pa) (cm)
Ss Sl Ss Sl
10.4 17.0 15.0 22.1
C W C W
12.9 13.8 19.5 16.8
15' 40' 15' 40'
8.9 17.9 12.6 23.7
T1 T2 T1 T2
12.1 14.7 15.5 20.9
F S F S
12.7 14.1 14.1 22.3
Longitudinal  Rock (CG) (cm) Transverse  Rock (CG) (cm)
Ss Sl Ss Sl
6.9 9.6 10.2 11.3
C W C W
8.2 7.9 10.5 10.1
15' 40' 15' 40'
6.3 9.8 9.4 11.3
T1 T2 T1 T2
7.1 8.9 8.5 12.2
F S F S
8.0 8.0 10.3 10.4
All longitudinal displacements average All transverse displacements average
Ratio (Pa-CG)/Pa Ratio (Pa-CG)/Pa
Ss Sl Ss Sl
0.33 0.44 0.32 0.49
C W C W
0.37 0.43 0.46 0.40
15' 40' 15' 40'
0.30 0.45 0.26 0.52
T1 T2 T1 T2
0.41 0.39 0.45 0.41
F S F S

















































Table 7.2  Average maximum displacements at SF = 1.75 for different groups of bridge 




Longitudinal  Stiff Soil (Pa) (cm) Transverse  Stiff Soil (Pa) (cm)
Ss Sl Ss Sl
22.8 34.5 60.8 66.6
C W C W
26.7 29.4 52.6 72.2
15' 40' 15' 40'
19.5 36.6 59.6 65.2
T1 T2 T1 T2
26.2 29.9 52.1 72.7
F S F S
25.9 30.2 51.9 72.9
Longitudinal  Rock (CG) (cm) Transverse  Rock (CG) (cm)
Ss Sl Ss Sl
13.3 19.2 31.3 29.1
C W C W
16.1 15.7 25.0 33.3
15' 40' 15' 40'
12.1 19.7 28.8 29.4
T1 T2 T1 T2
14.5 17.3 23.7 34.6
F S F S
15.3 16.5 26.9 31.3
All longitudinal displacements average All transverse displacements average
Ratio (Pa-CG)/Pa Ratio (Pa-CG)/Pa
Ss Sl Ss Sl
0.42 0.44 0.48 0.56
C W C W
0.40 0.47 0.52 0.54
15' 40' 15' 40'
0.38 0.46 0.52 0.55
T1 T2 T1 T2
0.45 0.42 0.55 0.52
F S F S

















































7.1.2  System base shears 
Base shears are compared in a manner similar to displacements; global observations on 
the response are presented in Sections 7.2 – 7.4.  
Table 7.3  Average maximum pier base shears at SF = 1.0 for different groups of bridge 
systems, and comparison of results  
 
Longitudinal  Stiff Soil (Pa) Transverse  Stiff Soil (Pa)
Pier 1 Pier 2 Pier 1 Pier 2
0.31 0.376 0.254 0.292 0.208 0.246 0.51 0.543 0.5 0.56 0.46 0.54
0.24 0.303 0.283 0.334 0.154 0.093 0.45 0.483 0.54 0.62 0.17 0.22
0.3 0.414 0.219 0.222 -0.39 -0.87 0.56 0.628 0.44 0.48 -0.27 -0.32
0.27 0.32 0.248 0.317 -0.11 -0.01 0.52 0.551 0.48 0.55 -0.07 0.00
0.24 0.288 0.287 0.349 0.18 0.175 0.51 0.532 0.49 0.57 -0.04 0.07
Longitudinal  Rock (CG) Transverse  Rock (CG)
Pier 1 Pier 2 Pier 1 Pier 2
0.39 0.383 0.288 0.3 0.23 0.24 0.47 0.515 0.42 0.48 0.36 0.43
0.26 0.293 0.351 0.345 0.255 0.152 0.38 0.42 0.48 0.54 0.21 0.22
0.35 0.377 0.261 0.261 -0.35 -0.44 0.48 0.55 0.38 0.41 -0.24 -0.35
0.31 0.321 0.30 0.316 -0.04 -0.02 0.44 0.48 0.42 0.48 -0.05 -0.01
0.29 0.30 0.323 0.341 0.10 0.129 0.51 0.55 0.35 0.41 -0.47 -0.34
Ratio (Pa-CG)/Pa Ratio (Pa-CG)/Pa
-0.27 -0.02 -0.13 -0.03 -0.09 0.01 0.08 0.05 0.15 0.14 0.21 0.20
-0.09 0.03 -0.24 -0.03 0.17 0.12 0.12 0.13
-0.16 0.09 -0.19 -0.18 0.15 0.12 0.13 0.14
-0.14 -0.01 -0.21 0.00 0.15 0.12 0.13 0.13




T1 T2 T1 T2 (T2-T1)/T2








Ss Sl Cs Ss Sl Cs
C W (W-C)/W C W (W-C)/W
15' 40' (40'-15')/40' 15' 40' (40'-15')/40'
T1 T2 (T2-T1)/T2 T1 T2 (T2-T1)/T2
Ss
C
F S (S-F)/S F S (S-F)/S












Table 7.4  Average maximum abutment base shears at SF = 1.0 for different groups of 
bridge systems, and comparison of results  
 
 
Longitudinal  Stiff Soil (Pa) Transverse  Stiff Soil (Pa)
Abut 1 Abut 2 Abut 1 Abut 2
2.70 2.62 2.482 2.408 2.213 2.131 0.71 0.71 0.84 0.84 0.97 0.97
2.24 2.15 2.182 2.112 -0.03 -0.02 0.79 0.80 0.79 0.79 0 -0.01
1.88 1.86 2.538 2.4 0.26 0.22 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.00 0.00
2.18 2.11 2.241 2.15 0.03 0.02 0.84 0.84 0.75 0.75 -0.12 -0.12
2.37 2.26 2.048 2.009 -0.16 -0.12 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.80 0.00 0.01
Longitudinal  Rock (CG) Transverse  Rock (CG)
Abut 1 Abut 2 Abut 1 Abut 2
2.27 2.24 2.081 2.042 1.72 1.71 0.71 0.71 0.84 0.84 0.97 0.96
1.81 1.80 1.761 1.753 -0.03 -0.03 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.00 0.00
1.70 1.68 1.877 1.868 0.10 0.10 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.00 0.00
1.80 1.80 1.77 1.753 -0.02 -0.03 0.83 0.83 0.75 0.75 -0.11 -0.11
1.87 1.83 1.705 1.724 -0.10 -0.06 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.00 0
Ratio (Pa-CG)/Pa Ratio (Pa-CG)/Pa
0.16 0.15 0.16 0.15 0.22 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.19 0.17 0.19 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 0.10 0.26 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.17 0.15 0.21 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.21 0.19 0.17 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T1 T2 T1 T2
F S F S
C W C W
15' 40' 15' 40'
Ss Sl Cs Ss Sl Cs
F S (S-F)/S F S (S-F)/S
T1 T2 (T2-T1)/T2 T1 T2 (T2-T1)/T2
15' 40' (40'-15')/40' 15' 40' (40'-15')/40'
C W (W-C)/W C W (W-C)/W
Ss Sl Cs Ss Sl Cs
F S (S-F)/S F S (S-F)/S
T1 T2 (T2-T1)/T2 T1 T2 (T2-T1)/T2
15' 40' (40'-15')/40' 15' 40' (40'-15')/40'
C W (W-C)/W C W (W-C)/W




The abutment base shears in Table 7.4 include all force transferred at the abutment 
foundations, including the backwall force, but not the backfill contribution.  Since these are 
normalized based on abutment vertical loads which are relatively low, they result in relatively 
high factors.  We can note that the longitudinal abutment base shears correspond to the backwall 
capacities, and the transverse shears correspond to the retainer and bearing capacities.  
 
7.1.3  Sequence of damage 
The sequence of damage for each structure was evaluated based on the procedures 
presented in Chapter 6.  Since incremental hazard is applied it is important to evaluate the 
performance of the structure at design level earthquakes, as well as at MCE level earthquakes, 
and it is preferred that the sequence of damage follows the acceptable patterns as were presented 
in Figures 6.3 and 6.6.  Table 7.5 – 7.8 present the sequence of damage for each bridge when 
subjected to a different direction and type of excitation.  These tables are used to find similarities 
in damage patterns between groups of bridges. For example by inspection we note that only 
bridges with tall column piers and short superstructures (Ss and Cs) experience acceptable 
sequence of damage in the longitudinal direction, while all other bridges experience yielding of 
Pier 2.  To further aid in the visualization of unseating behaviors, Tables 7.9 – 7.12 are presented 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7.2  General observations on earthquake hazard application  
 
Based on the data provided in Section 7.1, as well as further information from appendices 
B and C, the following observations were developed for the parametric study. 
 
7.2.1  Non-orthogonal (45° incident angle) application of ground motions.   
Non-orthogonal seismic excitation was found to be as-critical or less critical than uni-
directional ground motion application for the quasi-isolated system studied in this paper.  The 
SsC15T2S, SlW15T1F and the CsC40T1S bridge variations were studied with uni-directional 
and non-orthogonal excitation, and it was determined that the mean bridge response was less for 
non-orthogonal ground motion application. As can be observed from the SsC15T2S results 
presented in Chapter 6 as well as the non-orthogonal result comparisons in Appendix C, the non-
orthogonal excitation can often alter the sequence of damage, i.e. cause bearing failure or pier 
yielding, before it would occur in one of the orthogonal directions, but the peak displacements 
and base shears would still be recorded for cases where pure orthogonal excitation is applied.  
This behavior can be explained since the bridge tested with non-orthogonal excitation takes 
advantage of multiple lateral systems including the side retainers and strong axis of the pier 
substructures for the transverse force component, and the abutment backwall for the longitudinal 
force component.  
 
7.2.2  Effect of ground motion type (rock CG motions vs. stiff soils Pa motions).  
Excitation from Pa (stiff soil) ground motions typically resulted in higher displacement 
and base shear response than the CG (rock) ground motions, and this can be attributed to the 
relatively long period of the structures which are more susceptible to low frequency excitation. 
Results for the entire parametric space subject to longitudinal excitation with Pa motions at the 
design level earthquake hazard, resulted in 35% higher displacements, a 7% decrease in 
intermediate substructure base shears, and a 17% increase in the abutment backwall forces. For 
transverse excitation, the Pa motions resulted in 31% higher displacements, 15% higher base 
shears at the intermediate substructures, and the abutment base shears remained equivalent since 
they were limited by the retainer and bearing sliding force capacity for both types of excitation.  




periods (i.e. Sl vs. Ss superstructure, tall vs. short substructures and flexible vs. fixed base) 
which were again more susceptible to higher period excitation. By general observation of 
damage patterns in the entire parametric space it was noted that the Pa and CG motions produce 
approximately the same sequence of damage, but the Pa motions normally result in higher limit 
states being reached at lower hazard levels. For example in the longitudinal direction 35% more 
bridges experienced unseating when subject to the Pa than the CG motions.  
 
 
7.3  Comparison of bridge systems in parametric study  
   
7.3.1  Effect of isolation bearings (Type I vs. Type II).   
Type II bearings typically result in slight reduction (7%) of Pier 1 base shears, slight 
reduction (11%) of transverse abutment base shears, and significantly higher displacements 
(19% longitudinal and 28% transverse). Due to the   higher displacement, as well as the different 
unseating criteria used for Type II bearings, those systems tend to unseat at much lower hazard 
levels than bridges with Type I bearings. When subjected to stiff soil (Pa) longitudinal 
excitation, all bridges with tall substructures and Type II bearings (XxX40T2X) (twelve out of 
twenty-four Type II configurations) unseated at hazard levels at or lower than the design level 
earthquake (SF = 1.0), and almost all Type II bearing systems had unseated for SF = 1.75 for 
both the CG and Pa ground motions. In the transverse direction similar behavior was observed 
for the Type II bridges, with eight out of twenty-four Type II cases unseating before SF = 1 for 
the Pa motions, and all twenty-four bridges experiencing unseating by SF = 1.75 for both Pa and 
CG motions.  
Type I bearing systems on the other hand performed much better, with no unseating 
recorded for longitudinal excitation level lower than the design level.  For transverse excitation 
with Pa (stiff soil) ground motions, one out of twenty-four bridges unseated at a scale factor of 
SF = 1.5 and an additional twelve bridge variants unseated at SF =1.75.  The bridges that had 
unseated were primarily bridges with flexible foundation boundary conditions.  No transverse, 
unseating was recorded for Type I bearing systems for the CG (rock) ground motions so these 
bridges are considered vulnerable only for high seismic hazards conditions.  Comparison of 





7.3.2  Effect of substructure type (multi-column pier vs. wall pier) and superstructure height 
(4.5 m (15 ft) vs. 12.2 m (40 ft)).   
For longitudinal analyses most wall and multicolumn pier bridges follow a similar 
sequence of damage where Pier 2 was damaged at low earthquake scale factors. Tall column pier 
structures with short steel and concrete superstructures (SsC40 and CsC40) were an exception 
since these bridges did not experience any column damage until after the design level earthquake 
was reached, after which both Piers 1 and 2 exhibit yielding. Tall wall pier structures (XxW40) 
and long steel bridges with tall column piers (SlC40) were not as flexible and yielding occurred 
in both the isolated and non-isolated substructures, Piers 1 and 2 respectively.  For short 
substructure bridge variants, Pier 1 was isolated and protected from damage up to the design 
level earthquake, after which some of the piers with Type I bearings (namely SlC and XxW 
variants) were noted to experience yielding.  
For transverse excitation, short multi-column pier substructures (XxC15) and all wall 
substructures (XxW##) were typically strong enough that the fixed bearings and Pier 1 retainers 
failed thereby allowing for effective quasi isolation. One exception was the long steel bridges 
(Sl) where some pier yielding was noted at high hazard levels for the short column pier variants.  
When subject to transverse excitation most tall multi-column pier substructures (XxC40) yield 
before reaching the design level earthquake, and the Pier 1 retainers and low-profile fixed 
bearings remain essentially elastic even at high levels of seismic design.  
Bridges with tall pier substructures on average experienced maximum deformations that 
were 43% and 32% larger than their short pier equivalents for longitudinal and transverse 
excitation, respectively.  These higher displacements often resulted in unseating failures as was 
noted in section 7.3.1.  The tall pier substructures experienced lower normalized base shears than 
short pier bridges by 39% for longitudinal and 30% for transverse excitation. The difference in 
base shears can be attributed to the fact that the base shears were capped by the lateral yield 
capacity of the substructures which were lower for the taller piers.  Backwall forces, however, 
increased by 22% for the taller bridge variations.  The normalized intermediate substructure base 
shear of the wall pier bridges were 7% higher in the longitudinal and 12 % higher in the 
transverse directions, which can again be attributed to the yield capacity of the different systems.  
The displacement response and the abutment forces of the column and wall pier systems did not 




7.3.3  Effect of superstructures type (Steel short / Steel long / Concrete short).   
As is discussed in section 5.2.2 the long steel (Sl) superstructures often experienced pier 
yielding earlier than the other superstructures. This can be attributed to the higher axial load at 
the substructures, as well as the higher fuse capacities which are designed as a factor of the dead 
load. System displacements increased with superstructure length, and the short steel (Ss) 
superstructure generally had slightly higher normalized base shears. This is primarily because 
the substructure mass was higher when compared to the superstructure. 
 
7.3.4  Effect of foundation boundary condition stiffness (fixed vs. flexible).   
Bridge cases with flexible foundation conditions experienced 5% higher longitudinal 
displacements and 19% higher transverse displacements than brides with fixed foundations.  The 
base shears were noted to be of similar magnitudes for the two foundation cases.  Since the 
flexible foundations could accommodate some displacement, their presence often times altered 
the sequence of damage such that piers and fixed bearings experienced lower forces and were 
thereby damaged at higher scale factors of excitation, or were not damaged at all. Due to the 
higher displacement demands, flexible  variations were somewhat more prone to unseating, 
typically reaching the UA or UP limit state at a scale factor of about 0.25 lower that what was 






(a) General trends in longitudinal system 
damage 




Figure 7.1 General trends of system damage for some typical bridge cases 
  
 
7.4  Other observations on bridge performance 
  
The global bridge behavior is noted to be highly dependent on the capacity and the 
nonlinear behavior of the superstructure to substructure connecting elements.  A sensitivity study 
will be carried out as part of this project to quantify the influence of these components on the 
quasi-isolated response.  The study will vary the capacity of the backwalls, fixed bearings, and 
retainers, and is aimed at producing improved designs that would provide acceptable quasi-
isolated bridge response.  Based on the current results it is believed that the abutment backwalls 
have a significant potential contribution in limiting the longitudinal bridge displacements.  
When looking at the results of the study, it should be noted that the ground motions were 
initially normalized to design spectra of Cairo, IL which is about the highest hazard for Illinois 
and the NMSZ in general.  Bridges with quasi-isolation systems farther away from the seismic 
zone and at lower hazard levels are expected to perform better than those shown in this study. 





















Typ. XxX40T1X for Pa motions
Typ. XxX15T2X for Pa motions
Typ. XxX40T2X for Pa motions




















Typ. XxC40T1X for All motions
Typ. XxC15/W##T1S for Pa motions
Typ. XxC15/W##T2X for All motions
Legend of limit states
UP - Unseating of bearing at pier Fb - Fixed (low-profile) bearing failure RA - Retainer failure at abutment
UA - Unseating of bearing at abutment Bw - Backwall yielding RP - Retainer failure at Pier 1
P2 - Pier 2 yields EA - Elastomeric bearings slide at abutment




The results from this research tend to be similar to other studies on bridges in the NMSZ. When 
studying fragilities of wall pier bridge in Illinois, Bignell and LaFave (2010) found that overall, 
bridge systems in the region are expected to experience only moderate damage for MCE level 
hazard, which is similar to the conclusions herein.  Similarly they noted that pier properties were 
important in the general bridge response, but in contrast to the study presented in this paper they 
found that bearings (steel roller, low-profile fixed and elastomeric in some cases) had little 
influence in the bridge fragility.  A different study of simply supported multispan bridges by 
Nielson and DesRoches (2007), showed that at MCE level earthquakes, significant 
vulnerabilities exist at the piers, abutments and in the unseating of girders.  The study found that 
longitudinal and transverse displacement demands were of the same order, whereas the IDA 
results shown herein indicate that for continuous bridges transverse deformations tend to be 








This thesis describes the development of numerical models for full bridge systems which 
capture all important aspects of nonlinear behavior and allow for evaluation of quasi-isolation as 
a seismic design philosophy.  The work is part of an effort to refine the Illinois Department of 
Transportation (IDOT) earthquake resisting system for certain classes of bridges, where the 
quasi-isolation approach aims to maintain essentially elastic seismic behavior in the bridge 
substructure and superstructure for design level earthquakes while constraining damage to 
specific fusing mechanisms implemented at the interface between the two.  The system utilizes 
low-profile fixed steel bearings at one intermediate substructure and steel reinforced elastomeric 
bearings that allow for thermal movement at all other substructures.  The elastomeric bearings 
include (i) IDOT Type I bearings, where the elastomer is placed directly on the concrete 
substructure (vulcanized to only a top steel plate); and (ii) IDOT Type II bearings, which consist 
of a bottom steel plate anchored  to the substructure, the elastomeric bearing, a middle plate 
vulcanized to the elastomer and coated on the top side with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), and 
a top plate with a stainless steel mating surface carrying the girder load directly onto the PTFE 
surface.   A formulation is provided for modeling these bearings that exhibit bi-directional 
friction stick-slip behavior, and the model is shown to be capable of representing experimental 
data.  The low-profile steel bearings are placed to limit movements from serviceability loads on 
the bridge and include two steel plates connected with pintles, where the bottom plate is 
connected to the substructure with anchor bolts.  A second bi-directional model is presented that 
can capture the yielding behavior of the fixed bearing components in three dimensional space.  
L-shaped steel retainer brackets are placed on the side of the elastomeric bearings to limit 
transverse movement, and are modeled using a bilinear element with an initial gap that can 
capture failure of the component at a specified displacement.  In the case of larger seismic events 
the bearing components are intended to “fuse” and experience nonlinear behavior that can allow 




The thesis also describes modeling of the substructures, foundations, and abutment 
backwalls, where nonlinear behavior can influence the global behavior of a bridge.  The behavior 
of a prototype bridge is presented through pushover analyses, and local behavior of the 
components are investigated.  The second part of the thesis includes a parametric study that 
varies the bridge superstructure, substructure, foundation stiffness and quasi-isolation bearings. 
Bridge response was studied using incremental dynamic analyses with realistic ground motions 
suites for the New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ), which were normalized to the design hazard 
at Cairo, IL (1000 year ≈ 7% in 50 year recurrence event).  The suites were scaled up and down 
to obtain realistic behavior results for different intensity of earthquake hazard.  The hazard from 
the maximum considered earthquake (MCE) (2500 year ≈ 2% in 50 years recurrence event) was 
estimated to be equal to the design level earthquake scaled by a factor of about 1.75.  
Performance was evaluated based on system displacements, base shears and the sequence of 
damage, giving insight to the global behavior of the structure at different hazard levels.  
 
 
8.1  Observations from the computational study 
  
The static pushover and dynamic parametric analyses point to the following conclusions:   
 From the current parametric study, only a few bridge variants were noted to unseat for 
design level earthquakes, indicating that most structures in Illinois would not experience 
catastrophic damage during their typical design life.  Since a high hazard level was used 
to scale the ground motions, unseating and span loss are not likely for regions of with 
moderate seismic risk.  
 Bridges with Type II IDOT bearings were shown to be more prone to unseating, as the 
area of the bearing surface proved to often be insufficient given the magnitude of the 
displacement demand.  Unseating of the bearings is an unstable and unpredictable 
behavior leading to large displacements, potential damage to deck and diaphragm 
elements and possible local or global collapse. Tall structures with Type II bearings 
experienced longitudinal unseating before design level earthquakes, and nearly all 
bridges with those bearings experienced both transverse and longitudinal unseating for 




 Bridges with Type I bearings showed reliable behavior in preventing system collapse.  
No unseating was noted for longitudinal excitation of these bridges, and unseating of the 
bearings was only observed at MCE hazard earthquakes at regions with stiff (Class D) 
soil types.  
 The sequence of damage of most bridge structures indicates yielding of piers with fixed 
bearings for small earthquakes, and potential unseating of some bridges for large seismic 
events, which are both discouraged for quasi-isolation. This research indicates that some 
calibration of fuse component capacities and revision of seat width equations can 
improve the sequence of damage for many bridge systems.  Equations currently used in 
the IDOT Bridge manual should be modified to address these issues.  
 Displacements in the longitudinal direction are generally much lower than in the 
transverse direction due to the influence of the backwall elements.  For design level 
earthquakes transverse displacements were roughly 25% higher than the longitudinal, and 
the transverse displacements increased faster as the intensity of the earthquake increased.  
This can be explained since after the retainers and fixed bearings have failed, there is no 
active restraint of the system in the transverse direction.  
 The capacity of the retainers and low-profile fixed bearing assemblies were noted to have 
a significant influence on forces transferred between the superstructure and substructure 
of the bridge.  The fixed bearing capacity is much higher than the column yield limits, so 
the longitudinal sequence of damage is not as intended for quasi-isolation.  The retainers 
at the abutments currently have a low capacity and can be adjusted to carry larger 
transverse forces at those substructures.  
 Bridge displacement response was noted to be significantly larger for systems with tall 
pier substructures, flexible foundation boundary condition types and Type II bearings.   
 Ground motions simulating stiff (Class D) soils typically resulted in larger force and 
displacement demands than rock (Class B) ground motions of similar intensity. The stiff 







8.2  Preliminary recommendations for calibration of the quasi-isolation system  
  
Based on the conclusions provided, the following updates to the IDOT Bridge Design 
Manual would improve the quasi-isolation system: 
 Increase size of bearing surface for Type II bearings.  This could be done by using a 
larger top stainless steel plate or larger bearings in general. Increasing the contact area 
would provide greater travel capacity and prevent unseating.  This would be particularly 
beneficial for the longitudinal direction of excitation.   
 Calibrate the strength of fixed bearing anchor bolts and pintles such that they fail at loads 
just higher than service loads (wind and small seismic events).  Retainer strength, which 
is usually governed by the anchor bolt strength, should also be calibrated for the same 
objective.  A capacity based design should be performed for piers in both directions so 
that fusing occurs in the bearing components before the substructure is damaged.  This 
may also be accomplished in some cases by using more stringent constraints on the 
material properties used in the anchor bolts and pintles, for example by not allowing 
higher strength anchor bolt material to be reclassified as A36.  
 Backwalls were shown to have a significant influence in reducing longitudinal 
displacements, so it may be beneficial to reformulate seat width equations such that 
different longitudinal and transverse seat widths are proportional to the expected 
displacements. For design level earthquakes, transverse displacements were 25% higher, 
so a design ration of 3-to-4 for longitudinal to transverse seat width could be appropriate.  
If the abutment foundations have redundant capacity, backwalls can be designed to be 
stronger and to limit longitudinal displacements even more than was shown in this study.  
 Provide procedures and encourage designers to consider the backwall contribution for 
seismic design. This can allow for significant cost savings in substructure material which 








8.3  Further research needs 
  
Additional research needs have been identified through this project and are organized in 
three distinct disciplines.  The topics listed in Section 8.3.1 will be carried out as part of the 
ongoing research at the University of Illinois. 
 
8.3.1  Suggestions for improvements to quasi-isolated systems to be performed as the next stage 
of this project 
 Conduct sensitivity study on the superstructure to substructure connecting elements that 
will determine which components are most critical and will seek improved system 
behavior.  Some investigations should include trying to use lower capacity fixed bearing 
components and retainers, thereby permitting improved system behavior based on current 
IDOT ERS goals.  Different capacity backwalls should also be investigated to better 
understand the influence of these components. 
 Determine if system geometry can be altered to improve the quasi-isolation response. 
This may include changing bearings used, using different retainer capacities and not 
using fixed bearings.   
 Update seat width equations to accommodate required seismic displacements without 
unseating. 
 Calibrate design equations and methods to better incorporate quasi-isolation into the 
design procedures.  This would include adjustment of fixed bearing and retainer 
equations to allow for a preferred sequence of damage in the system.  
 
8.3.2  Improvements to element models for bearing components 
 The experiments presented for validation include only individual retainer and bearing 
tests.  Retainer and bearings may have more complex behavior when tested together.  The 
models may need to be updated to incorporate any interaction behaviors between the two 
components.  
 The low-profile fixed bearings are built in displacement space, with a circular 
engagement surface, and are based on idealistic approximations of the bearing behavior. 




experimental and advanced should modeling be performed to study the detailed behavior 
of these elements. With more information, the model behavior may be modified and 
calibrated differently than presented in this work.  
 
8.3.3  Further study of global behavior of quasi-isolated systems 
 This work considers only three-span bridges where the fixed bearings are on the second 
pier and there is no skew.  Although quasi isolation may be effective for many different 
bridge variations, skew effects should be studied in more detail as they can influence the 
bridge behavior significantly.  Integral abutment bridges should also be studied. 
 The current research has shown that the quasi-isolation methodology works especially 
well with the Type I bearing systems for the fixed foundations and the pile group 
foundations with soft soils.  Different foundation (single row piles or spread footing 
foundation) systems may produce a significantly different response so the applicability of 
quasi-isolation may not be as beneficial. More research on the quasi-isolation system is 
performed with different foundation types that may be much more flexible than the 
flexible boundary conditions considered in this research. 
 The cost of the quasi-isolation system is believed to be significantly less than that of a 
classical isolation system since a complex design and high-cost components are not 
necessary.  The system is also promising for mitigating seismic effects for a variety of 
bridges.  A cost-benefit analysis that compares quasi-isolation systems to classical 
isolation systems and to fixed bearing systems should be performed to determine the 
feasibility and benefits of quasi-isolation.  
 The quasi-isolation design methodology has the potential be adapted to more locations 
than the NMSZ, so investigation with various hazards should be performed to see if these 
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APPENDIX A 
NONLINEAR MODEL FORMULATION 
 
A.1 Bidirectional Bearing Elements 
 
The OpenSees syntax for zero-length bi-directional sliding bearings model is as follows 
 
element ZLSlidingBearing $eleTag $iNode $jNode $p_2 $r1 $r2 $r3 $p_initial  $e_i  $mu_si   
$mu_sp  $mu_k  $e_p  $n_i      
 
$eleTag - unique element object tag 
$iNode $jNode - end nodes 
$p_2  - tag associated with previously-defined UniaxialMaterial used to define 
vertical translation behavior of bearing 
$r1,$r2,$r3  - tags associated with previously-defined UniaxialMaterial used to define 
rotation about local 1,2,3 axes, respectively 
$p_initial - added initial bearing strength 
$e_i     - initial bearing stiffness  
$mu_si - initial static coefficient of friction 
$mu_sp - post-slip static coefficient of friction 
$mu_k  - kinetic coefficient of friction 
$e_p     - post-slip bearing stiffness  
$n_i     - initial vertical force on bearing 
 
The zero length bi-directional element is defined using four uniaxial materials and a 
combined bi-axial material model. The user defines uniaxial materials that characterize the 
element behavior for translation in the local y direction (axial), and rotation about the local x, y 
and z axes. The behavior for translation in the local x and z directions is defined using the force-
displacement rule based model shown in Figure A.1and described hereafter. Note that  Figure 
A.1 is very similar to  Figure 3.2 shown in Chapter 3 but contains additional information about 
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Figure A.1 Bi-directional force-displacement rule-based model for combined x & z 
translation in element   
 
 
The initial static, kinetic, and post slip static, friction forces are defined as:  
  
 0*SI SIF N   A.1 
 0*K KF N  A.2 
  0*SP SPF N  A.3 
 
where μSI, the initial static coefficient of friction, μK , the kinetic coefficient of friction, 
and μSP,the post slip static coefficient of friction are user defined variables and N0 is the axial 
load (z-direction) on the element at the preceding converged step. EINITIAL  and EFRIC are the user 
defined stiffness of the bearing for the initial and post slip cases. Since no axial load is typically 
applied before the first step of an analysis, a nominal axial load, N0, of  0.01* EINITIAL  is imposed 
to prevent a case where the static and kinetic friction forces are equal to zero. The model can 
have a predefined initial capacity (FINITIAL) that is in addition to the initial friction break off force. 
The friction model is implemented into the OpenSees source code using C++, with a set of 
governing rules that determine the force and stiffness representation of the model in OpenSees. 
Common terms used in the formulation include ΔX_0 and ΔZ_0, the displacements from the 
preceding converged step in the x and z directions respectively, and ΔP_X_0 and ΔP_Z_0, the plastic 
deformations from the preceding converged step in the x and z directions respectively, the plastic 
deformations are initially zero. ΔCOMB is the combined bidirectional differential displacement for 
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the current step as defined in Equation A.4. For the current step EX_1 and EZ_1, are the calculated 
element stiffness in the x and z directions respectively, and FX_1 and FZ_1, are the calculated 
element forces in the x and z directions respectively. The governing displacement values are 
defined as ΔINITIAL_BREAK , ΔSLIDE and ΔFRIC_BREAK as shown in Equations A.5 through A.7.   
 
 2 2_1 _ _ 0 _1 _ _ 0( ) ( )COMB X P X Z P Z        A.4 




   A.5 
 /SLIDE K FRICF E   A.6 
 _ /FRIC BREAK SP FRICF E   A.7 
 
Rule 0 - Initial Configuration 
This condition is only implemented at the start of a run, when ΔCOMB is equal to zero. 
When the model is in this initial configuration the tangent for both the x and z directions is 
EINITIAL, and the force returned for the element for translation in the x and z directions is zero. 
The bi-directional response remains in Rule 0 until ΔCOMB gains a value greater than zero. When 
there is a non-zero bidirectional displacement and ΔCOMB exceeds ΔINITIAL_BREAK, initial friction 
break-off is initiated and the model enters Rule 2, otherwise the model enters Rule 1. If the 
model enters Rule 2 the plastic deformations are updated as shown in Equations A.8 and A.9. 
 _1 _ _ 0_ _1 _1
( )
* X P XP X X SLIDE
COMB
       A.8 
 _1 _ _ 0_ _1 _1
( )
* Z P ZP Z Z SLIDE
COMB
       A.9 
Rule 1 –Initial Static Configuration 
For the static configuration the tangent for both the x and z directions is EINITIAL, and the 
forces returned for the element for translation in the x and z directions are given by Equations 
A.10 and A.11 respectively.  
 _1 _ _ 0_1 _1 _ _ 0
( )
* * *( )X P XX INITIAL COMB INITIAL X P X
COMB
F E E
       A.10 
 _1 _1 _ _ 0*( )Z INITIAL Z P ZF E    A.11 
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At this configuration since the element is static, we again check to see if ΔCOMB exceeds 
ΔINITIAL_BREAK, and in the case that it does the model enters Rule2, otherwise the model remains in 
the current configuration. If the model enters Rule 2 the plastic deformations are updated as 
shown in Equations A.8 and A.9, otherwise if the model stays in Rule 1, the plastic deformations 
stay the same as before. 
 
Rule 2 - Kinetic Configuration 
This is the configuration at which slip has occurred, the element looses stiffness in the x 
and z directions, and the combined bi-directional force is equal to FK. To allow for improved 
convergence, the element retains a tangent stiffness of EINITIAL/100000 in both the x and z 
directions, and the forces returned are calculated using Equations A.12 and A.13 for the two 
directions.  
 _1 _ _1_1 2 2
_1 _ _1 _1 _ _1
( )
*
( ) ( )
X P X
X K
X P X Z P Z
F F
        A.12 
  _1 _ _ 0_1 2 2
_1 _ _1 _1 _ _1
( )
*
( ) ( )
Z P Z
Z K
X P X Z P Z
F F
        A.13 
To determine whether the model remains in the kinetic configuration and continues 
sliding, or if it enters the post slip-static configuration a kinematic hardening type surface is used 
as shown in Figure 3.3.  The kinetic configuration will continue if either Equation A.14 or A.15 
is satisfied. 
 _COMB FRIC BREAK    A.14 
 0 1| | 2
    A.15 
where,  
 _ 0 _ _ 010
_ 0 _ _ 0
tan Z P Z
X P X
           
 A.16 




           
 A.17 
If the model remains in the kinetic configuration the plastic deformations are updated as 
shown in Equations A.8 and A.9, otherwise the model enters post slip static case as defined in 
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Rule 3, and the plastic deformations remain the same as the preceding converged step.  
 
Rule 3 – Post Slip Static Configuration 
 This case is similar the initial static configuration. The tangent for both the x and z 
directions is EFRIC, and the forces returned for the element for translation in the x and z directions 
are given by Equations A.10 and A.11, where EFRIC should be used instead of EINITIAL.  At this 
configuration a check is performed to see if ΔCOMB exceeds ΔSLIDE, and in the case that it does the 
model enters Rule2, and begins to slide, otherwise the model remains in the static configuration. 
If the model enters Rule 2 the plastic deformations are updated as shown in Equations A.8 and 
A.9, otherwise the model remains in Rule 3, the plastic deformations stay the same as before. 
 
 
A.2 Zero-Length bi-directional fixed bearing / anchorbolt element  
The OpenSees syntax for zero-length bi-directional sliding bearings model is as follows 
 
element ZLFixedBearing $eleTag $iNode $jNode $p_2 $r1 $r2 $r3 $p_y $d_y $p_ult $d_ult 
$PFactor 
 
$eleTag - unique element object tag 
$iNode $jNode - end nodes 
$p_2  - tag associated with previously-defined UniaxialMaterial used to define vertical 
translation behavior of bearing 
$r1,$r2,$r3  - tags associated with previously-defined UniaxialMaterial used to define rotation 
about local 1, 2, 3 axes, respectively 
$p_y  - yield strength of the bearing model 
$d_y   - yield displacement of the bearing model 
$p_ult - ultimate strength of the bearing model 
$d_ult - ultimate displacement of the bearing model 
$PFactor – pinching factor for model 
 
The user defines values for the yield and ultimate displacements of the model, ΔY  and 
ΔULT respectively; and also the yield and ultimate forces for the model PY  and PULT respectively. 
The engagement surface displacement, ΔENG_S, is initially defined equal to the yield displacement 
ΔY, and the engagement surface force PENG_S, is initially defined as they yield force PY. Based on 





PE    A.18 
 ULT YP
ULT Y
P PE     A.19 
 
Common terms used in the formulation include ΔX_0 and ΔZ_0, the displacements from the 
preceding converged step in the x and z directions respectively, and ΔX_1 and ΔZ_1, the trial 
deformations in the current step in the x and z directions respectively, ΔCOMB is the combined 
bidirectional displacement for the current step as defined in Equation A.20. The incremental 
displacements in the x and z directions as well as the combined incremental displacement are 
calculated for each step based on Equations A.21 to A.23.  
 
 2 2_1 _1( ) ( )COMB X Z      A.20 
 
 _ _1 _ 0X INC X X     A.21 
 
 _ _1 _ 0Z INC Z Z     A.22 
 
 2 2_ _ _( ) ( )COMB INC X INC Z INC      A.23 
 
A residual engagement surface, which is the location the model would reach zero force 
after plastic deformation, is defined for each step per Equation  A.24 and unloading deformation 
which is the deformation the model needs to undergo to obtain zero force is calculated per 
Equation A.25 
 









   A.25 
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       
 A.27 
where FX_0 and FZ_0, are the element forces from the previous time step in the x and z directions 
respectively. 
The model is formulated in a displacement space framework and a rule based approach is 
used to determine the state of the model for different displacements. A set of inequalities are 
valid when the model’s current rule is between Rule 0 and Rule 5, but once the model is 
switched to Rule 6, all other rules are disengaged and the bearing is considered to have failed. 
The algorithm tests the following conditions in the following order and assigns a rule when a 
condition is met: 
if ΔCOMB > ΔULT Rule 6 is engaged (element failure) 
if ΔENG_S < ΔCOMB < ΔULT Rule 2 is engaged (plastic deformation of element) 
if | |
2F L
   Rule 1 is engaged (continued loading/reloading of element) 
if ΔCOMB > ΔENG_S_RES Rule 3 is engaged (unloading within residual engagement surface) 
if ΔCOMB_INC < ΔUNL Rule 4 is engaged (unloading outside of residual engagement surface) 





Arbitrary initial configuration 
forces and displacements FX_0,
FZ_0 & ΔX_0 ,ΔZ_0 
Current force vector θF if the loading vector θL remains on this side of the perpendicular 
dashed line, loading continues, Rule1
ΔUNL
If the loading vector θL is on this side of the 
dashed line, and within the shaded area 
unloading proceeds per Rule 4 
If the loading vector θL is on this side of the 
dashed line, and displacement increment 
exceeds ΔUNL reloading begins per Rule 5
If unloading occurs outside of ∆RES_ENG_S Rule 3 
prevents the unloading of model to produce a zero 




Rule 2 if outside of 
∆ENG_S
 
Figure A.2 Schematic representation of conditions that determine loading, unloading and 
reloading rules in bi-directional displacement space 
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New displacement 
configuration ΔX_1 ,ΔZ_1 
Reload within envelope based on 
peak force/displacement values and 





Location of xINTER and zINTER, these are 
used to calculate engagement surface force 
vectors
_ _ 2 2




   
Figure A.4 Schematic representation for reloading variables used in formulation 
 
Rule 0 - Initial configuration 
The model begins the first step in Rule 0, and the model has a stiffness of EI in both the x 
and z directions and the force is zero until a displacement is imposed on the model and the rule is 
switched.  
 
Rule 1 –Initial or continued elastic loading 
When the model enters rule 1, it means that the model has some arbitrary force in 
direction θF and the model continues loading in a direction, θL that is continues increasing the 
load on the element. Using a circular equation for the engagement surface we can calculate the 
point where the loading vector with the direction of θL intersects the engagement surface, and we 
can calculate an appropriate value for the increased force and the new model stiffness. If we 
calculate the intersection point to be at xINTER and zINTER, then we can use Equations A.28 through 
A.33  to calculate the model forces.  
 
 2 2_ 0 _ 0_ ( ) ( )DIST X INTER Z INTERENG S x z       A.28 
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 _ _ 2 2*
INTER




   A.29 
  _ _ 2 2*
INTER




   A.30 
 
  2 2_ 0 _ 0COMB X ZF F F   A.31 
X component of load vector intersection 
with engagement surface
Force increase based on 
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ΔCOMB_INC
Force determination in x direction
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Figure A.5 Loading conditions per pure peak based approach 
 
 
 __1 _ 0 _ _ 0( )* _
COMB INC
X X X ENG X
DIST
F F F F
ENG S
    A.32 
  __1 _ 0 _ _ 0( )* _
COMB INC
Z Z Z ENG Z
DIST
F F F F
ENG S
    A.33 
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X component of load vector 
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Figure A.6 Loading conditions per modified peak based approach that can be used to 
reduce reloading rate 
 
In a case where pinching is implemented an alternative method using a polynomial to 
increment force is used.  Figure A.6 shows the effect of the reduced reloading rate due to 
pinching.  
 __1 _ 0 _ _ 0( )* * _
COMB INC
X X X INTER X
FACTOR DIST
F F F F
P ENG S
    A.34 
  __1 _ 0 _ _ 0( )* * _
COMB INC
Z Z Z INTER Z
FACTOR DIST
F F F F
P ENG S
    A.35 
 
When the model is in rule 1 and continues loading it returns stiffnesses per the following 
equations: 







   A.36 







   A.37 
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Rule 2 – Plastic deformation of element 
 This rule is engaged when the element experiences plastic deformation. The engagement 
surface displacement, ΔENG_S, the residual engagement surface displacement, ΔENG_S_RES, and the 
engagement surface force PENG_S, are updated based on EquationsA.38, A.24 and A.39 
respectively.  
 
 _ENG S COMB    A.38 
 ( )*YS Y COMB Y PP P E     A.39 
 
The model returns a stiffness of EP in both the x and z directions and the model forces are 
determined by Equations A.40 and A.41.  





   A.40 





   A.41 
 
Rule 3 – Unloading within residual engagement surface 
 This unloading occurs when the model is nearby the engagement surface, to prevent an 
irregular drop in force when the model is travelling tangent to the engagement surface. The 
model returns a force vector perpendicular to the engagement surface, pointing to the origin of 
the model.  The model returns a stiffness of EI in both the x and z directions and the model forces 
are determined by Equations A.42 and A.43.  
 
 _1_1 _ _*( )*
X
X I COMB ENG S RES
COMB
F E
     A.42 
  _1_1 _ _*( )*
Z
Z I COMB ENG S RES
COMB
F E





Rule 4 – Unloading outside of residual engagement surface 
This unloading occurs when the model is not within the engagement surface. The model 
returns a reduced force depending on the loading direction. The model returns a stiffness of EI in 
both the x and z directions and the model forces are determined by Equations A.44 and A.45 . 
 
 _1 _ 0 _*X X I X INCF F E    A.44 
  _1 _ 0 _*Z Z I Z INCF F E    A.45 
 
Rule 5– Unloading and subsequent reloading 
 This rule is similar to Rule 1, but makes some preliminary modifications to the initial 
values used. The previous step forces FX_0 and FZ_0 are set to zero, and the previous 
displacements to the values calculated per Equations A.46 and A.47. After this modification the 
forces and stiffnesses can be calculated using the same procedure outlined in Rule 1. 
 
 __ 0 _ 0
_
* X INCX X UNL
COMB INC
      A.46 
  __ 0 _ 0
_
* Z INCZ Z UNL
COMB INC
      A.47 
 
Rule 6– Element Failure 
 When this rule is reached the model experienced fracture and has no further effect in the 
global analysis. The element model returns a stiffness of EI /10000 in both the x and z directions 









A.3 Retainer Material 
The OpenSees syntax for retainer model is:  
 
uniaxialMaterial RetainerMaterial $matTag $gap $d_y $d_ult $p_y $ p_ult 
 
$matTag - unique material object integer tag 
$gap    - gap between the bearing top plate and the retainer  
$d_y     – yield displacement of the retainer 
$d_ult - ultimate displacement of the retainer 
$p_y  - yield strength of the retainer 
$p_ult - ultimate strength of the retainer 
 
As input for this material model the user defines the gap between the top plate and the 
retainer, the yield strength of the retainer ( YF ), the yield displacement ( Y ), the ultimate strength 
of the retainer ( ULTF ), and the ultimate displacement ( ULT ). These variables are shown 
schematically on Figure A.7 which is very similar to Figure 3.11 shown in Chapter 3 but 









































FE    A.48 
 ULT YP
ULT Y




F       A.50 
 arctan ULT Y
ULT Y
F F         A.51 
 
 _ 0 _ 0




        A.52 
 
where ΔP_0  is the plastic strain in the retainer, initially equal to zero.  
 
The model begins the first step in Rule 1, and before the failure of the retainer (Rules 1 – 
3) the force-displacement behavior of the material is governed based on the following 
inequalities: 
Rule 1 if ΔRET_1 < (gap+ ΔP_0),  
Rule 2 if (gap+ ΔP_0) < ΔRET_1 < (gap+ ΔP_0 + ΔY + ΔA_0),  
Rule 3 if (gap+ ΔP_0 + ΔY + ΔA_0) < ΔRET_1 < (gap+ΔULT), and  
Rule 4 if (gap+ ΔULT) < ΔRET_1.  
 
Rule 1 – No contact with retainer  
 Since bearing top plate is not in contact with the retainer, the material tangent is 
EE/100000 and the force returned ( _1RETF  ) for the material is zero. The plastic deformation 
remains the same as specified for the last converged step.  
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Rule 2 – Elastic loading of retainer 
 The retainer is an elastic loading/unloading state, the material tangent is EE and the force 
returned for the material is specified by Equation A.53. The plastic deformation remains the 
same as specified for the last converged step.  
 
  _1 _1 _ 0– *ERET RET P EF gap  
 A.53 
 
Rule 3 – Plastic deformation of retainer 
The retainer is undergoing plastic deformation. The material stiffness is EP and the force returned 
for the material is specified by Equation A.54. The plastic deformation for this rule is redefined 
as shown in Equation A.55. 
  _1 _1 –  *ERET Y RET Y PF F gap    
 A.54 
 
 _1 _1 _1 /P RET RET Egap F E    
 A.55 
 
Rule 4 – Failure of retainer 
Once this condition is reached the retainer is no longer active, the material model returns 
a tangent of EE/100000 and a force of zero for the remainder of the analysis. It is not possible to 
return to any of the previous cases in the material model, even when the displacement falls under 









RAW DATA FROM PARAMETRIC ANALYSES 
 
 This appendix contains all the results from the parametric study.  Data is presented in the 
form of IDA curves similar to those in Chapter 6, which present maximum force and 
displacement results obtained from the nonlinear dynamic analyses. Since numerous ground 
motions are used the average of the response of the entire suite is shown as a circular marker, 
and values of plus and minus one standard deviation for the suite response are shown as a tick 
adjoined to the mean with a thin line. The mean response for the different scale factors of 
hazards are adjoined with a thick line.  
 For each bridge the response from the rock (CG) and stiff soil (Pa) ground motions are 
shown on the same plot with a different line color.  Results from all 48 bridge variations are 
shown in this appendix, and are organized as shown in Table B.1.  Each figure has part (a) that 
shows the force IDA results and part (b) that shows the displacement IDA results for each bridge 
variation.  Figures B.49 – B.54 show the non-orthogonal results for three sample bridges. Those 
figures show only one set of the ground motions, and show a comparison of the non-orthogonal 















Table B.1 Organization of raw IDA results from parametric study 
 
C15 T1F - T1S - T2F - T2S Figures B.1 - B.2 - B.3 - B.4
C40 T1F - T1S - T2F - T2S Figures B.5 - B.6 - B.7 - B.8
W15 T1F - T1S - T2F - T2S Figures B.9 - B.10 - B.11 - B.12
W40 T1F - T1S - T2F - T2S Figures B.13 - B.14 - B.15 - B.16
C15 T1F - T1S - T2F - T2S Figures B.17 - B.18 - B.19 - B.20
C40 T1F - T1S - T2F - T2S Figures B.21 - B.22 - B.23 - B.24
W15 T1F - T1S - T2F - T2S Figures B.25 - B.26 - B.27 - B.28
W40 T1F - T1S - T2F - T2S Figures B.29 - B.30 - B.31 - B.32
C15 T1F - T1S - T2F - T2S Figures B.33 - B.34 - B.35 - B.36
C40 T1F - T1S - T2F - T2S Figures B.37 - B.38 - B.39 - B.40
W15 T1F - T1S - T2F - T2S Figures B.41 - B.42 - B.43 - B.44
W40 T1F - T1S - T2F - T2S Figures B.45- B.46 - B.47 - B.48
Figure B.49 (Pa),  Figure B.50 (CG) 
Figure B.51 (Pa),  Figure B.52 (CG) 











































































































































































Bridge SsC15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsC15T1F - Pa motions: SsC15T1F - CG motions:  
Figure B. 1(a) Bridge SsC15T1F - force results 
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Bridge SsC15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsC15T1F - Pa motions: SsC15T1F - CG motions:
 

































































































































































Bridge SsC15T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsC15T1S - Pa motions: SsC15T1S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 2(a) Bridge SsC15T1S - force results 
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Bridge SsC15T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsC15T1S - Pa motions: SsC15T1S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 2(b) Bridge SsC15T1S - displacement results 
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Bridge SsC15T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsC15T2F - Pa motions: SsC15T2F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 3(a) Bridge SsC15T2F - force results 
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Bridge SsC15T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsC15T2F - Pa motions: SsC15T2F - CG motions:
 

































































































































































Bridge SsC15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsC15T2S - Pa motions: SsC15T2S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 4(a) Bridge SsC15T2S - force results 
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Bridge SsC15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsC15T2S - Pa motions: SsC15T2S - CG motions:
 

































































































































































Bridge SsC40T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsC40T1F - Pa motions: SsC40T1F - CG motions:
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Bridge SsC40T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsC40T1F - Pa motions: SsC40T1F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 5(b) Bridge SsC40T1F - displacement results 
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Bridge SsC40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsC40T1S - Pa motions: SsC40T1S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 6(a) Bridge SsC40T1S - force results 
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Bridge SsC40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsC40T1S - Pa motions: SsC40T1S - CG motions:
 

































































































































































Bridge SsC40T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsC40T2F - Pa motions: SsC40T2F - CG motions:
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Bridge SsC40T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsC40T2F - Pa motions: SsC40T2F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 7(b) Bridge SsC40T2F - displacement results 
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Bridge SsC40T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsC40T2S - Pa motions: SsC40T2S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 8(a) Bridge SsC40T2S - force results 
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Bridge SsC40T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsC40T2S - Pa motions: SsC40T2S - CG motions:
 
































































































































































Bridge SsW15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsW15T1F - Pa motions: SsW15T1F - CG motions:
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Bridge SsW15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsW15T1F - Pa motions: SsW15T1F - CG motions:
 
































































































































































Bridge SsW15T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsW15T1S - Pa motions: SsW15T1S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 10(a) Bridge SsW15T1S - force results 
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Bridge SsW15T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsW15T1S - Pa motions: SsW15T1S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 10(b) Bridge SsW15T1S - displacement results 
164






























































































































































Bridge SsW15T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsW15T2F - Pa motions: SsW15T2F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 11(a) Bridge SsW15T2F - force results 
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Bridge SsW15T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsW15T2F - Pa motions: SsW15T2F - CG motions:
 
































































































































































Bridge SsW15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsW15T2S - Pa motions: SsW15T2S - CG motions:
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Bridge SsW15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsW15T2S - Pa motions: SsW15T2S - CG motions:
 
































































































































































Bridge SsW40T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsW40T1F - Pa motions: SsW40T1F - CG motions:
 




























































































































































Bridge SsW40T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsW40T1F - Pa motions: SsW40T1F - CG motions:
 
































































































































































Bridge SsW40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsW40T1S - Pa motions: SsW40T1S - CG motions:
 




























































































































































Bridge SsW40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsW40T1S - Pa motions: SsW40T1S - CG motions:
 
































































































































































Bridge SsW40T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsW40T2F - Pa motions: SsW40T2F - CG motions:
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Bridge SsW40T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsW40T2F - Pa motions: SsW40T2F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 15(b) Bridge SsW40T2F - displacement results 
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Bridge SsW40T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SsW40T2S - Pa motions: SsW40T2S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 16(a) Bridge SsW40T2S - force results 
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Bridge SsW40T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SsW40T2S - Pa motions: SsW40T2S - CG motions:
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Bridge SlC15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlC15T1F - Pa motions: SlC15T1F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 17(a) Bridge SlC15T1F - force results 
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Bridge SlC15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlC15T1F - Pa motions: SlC15T1F - CG motions:
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Bridge SlC15T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlC15T1S - Pa motions: SlC15T1S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 18(a) Bridge SlC15T1S - force results 
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Bridge SlC15T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlC15T1S - Pa motions: SlC15T1S - CG motions:
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Bridge SlC15T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlC15T2F - Pa motions: SlC15T2F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 19(a) Bridge SlC15T2F - force results 
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Bridge SlC15T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlC15T2F - Pa motions: SlC15T2F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 19(b) Bridge SlC15T2F - displacement results 
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Bridge SlC15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlC15T2S - Pa motions: SlC15T2S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 20(a) Bridge SlC15T2S - force results 
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Bridge SlC15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlC15T2S - Pa motions: SlC15T2S - CG motions:
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Bridge SlC40T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlC40T1F - Pa motions: SlC40T1F - CG motions:
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Bridge SlC40T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlC40T1F - Pa motions: SlC40T1F - CG motions:
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Bridge SlC40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlC40T1S - Pa motions: SlC40T1S - CG motions:
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Bridge SlC40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlC40T1S - Pa motions: SlC40T1S - CG motions:
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Bridge SlC40T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlC40T2F - Pa motions: SlC40T2F - CG motions:
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Bridge SlC40T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlC40T2F - Pa motions: SlC40T2F - CG motions:
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Bridge SlC40T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlC40T2S - Pa motions: SlC40T2S - CG motions:
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Bridge SlC40T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlC40T2S - Pa motions: SlC40T2S - CG motions:
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Bridge SlW15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlW15T1F - Pa motions: SlW15T1F - CG motions:
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Bridge SlW15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlW15T1F - Pa motions: SlW15T1F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 25(b) Bridge SlW15T1F - displacement results 
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Bridge SlW15T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlW15T1S - Pa motions: SlW15T1S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 26(a) Bridge SlW15T1S - force results 
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Bridge SlW15T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlW15T1S - Pa motions: SlW15T1S - CG motions:
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Bridge SlW15T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlW15T2F - Pa motions: SlW15T2F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 27(a) Bridge SlW15T2F - force results 
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Bridge SlW15T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlW15T2F - Pa motions: SlW15T2F - CG motions:
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Bridge SlW15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlW15T2S - Pa motions: SlW15T2S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 28(a) Bridge SlW15T2S - force results 
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Bridge SlW15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlW15T2S - Pa motions: SlW15T2S - CG motions:
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Bridge SlW40T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlW40T1F - Pa motions: SlW40T1F - CG motions:
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Bridge SlW40T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlW40T1F - Pa motions: SlW40T1F - CG motions:
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Bridge SlW40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlW40T1S - Pa motions: SlW40T1S - CG motions:
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Bridge SlW40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlW40T1S - Pa motions: SlW40T1S - CG motions:
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Bridge SlW40T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlW40T2F - Pa motions: SlW40T2F - CG motions:
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Bridge SlW40T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlW40T2F - Pa motions: SlW40T2F - CG motions:
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Bridge SlW40T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





SlW40T2S - Pa motions: SlW40T2S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 32(a) Bridge SlW40T2S - force results 
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Bridge SlW40T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: SlW40T2S - Pa motions: SlW40T2S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 32(b) Bridge SlW40T2S - displacement results 
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Bridge CsC15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsC15T1F - Pa motions: CsC15T1F - CG motions:  





























































































































































Bridge CsC15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsC15T1F - Pa motions: CsC15T1F - CG motions:
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Bridge CsC15T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsC15T1S - Pa motions: CsC15T1S - CG motions:  





























































































































































Bridge CsC15T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsC15T1S - Pa motions: CsC15T1S - CG motions:
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Bridge CsC15T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsC15T2F - Pa motions: CsC15T2F - CG motions:
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Bridge CsC15T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsC15T2F - Pa motions: CsC15T2F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 35(b) Bridge CsC15T2F - displacement results 
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Bridge CsC15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsC15T2S - Pa motions: CsC15T2S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 36(a) Bridge CsC15T2S - force results 
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Bridge CsC15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsC15T2S - Pa motions: CsC15T2S - CG motions:
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Bridge CsC40T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsC40T1F - Pa motions: CsC40T1F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 37(a) Bridge CsC40T1F - force results 
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Bridge CsC40T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsC40T1F - Pa motions: CsC40T1F - CG motions:
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Bridge CsC40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsC40T1S - Pa motions: CsC40T1S - CG motions:
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Bridge CsC40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsC40T1S - Pa motions: CsC40T1S - CG motions:
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Bridge CsC40T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsC40T2F - Pa motions: CsC40T2F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 39(a) Bridge CsC40T2F - force results 
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Bridge CsC40T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsC40T2F - Pa motions: CsC40T2F - CG motions:
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Bridge CsC40T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsC40T2S - Pa motions: CsC40T2S - CG motions:
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Bridge CsC40T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsC40T2S - Pa motions: CsC40T2S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 40(b) Bridge CsC40T2S - displacement results 
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Bridge CsW15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsW15T1F - Pa motions: CsW15T1F - CG motions:
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Bridge CsW15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsW15T1F - Pa motions: CsW15T1F - CG motions:
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Bridge CsW15T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsW15T1S - Pa motions: CsW15T1S - CG motions:  
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Bridge CsW15T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsW15T1S - Pa motions: CsW15T1S - CG motions:
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Bridge CsW15T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsW15T2F - Pa motions: CsW15T2F - CG motions:
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Bridge CsW15T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsW15T2F - Pa motions: CsW15T2F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 43(b) Bridge CsW15T2F - displacement results 
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Bridge CsW15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsW15T2S - Pa motions: CsW15T2S - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 44(a) Bridge CsW15T2S - force results 
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Bridge CsW15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsW15T2S - Pa motions: CsW15T2S - CG motions:
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Bridge CsW40T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsW40T1F - Pa motions: CsW40T1F - CG motions:
 
Figure B. 45(a) Bridge CsW40T1F - force results 
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Bridge CsW40T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsW40T1F - Pa motions: CsW40T1F - CG motions:
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Bridge CsW40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsW40T1S - Pa motions: CsW40T1S - CG motions:  




























































































































































Bridge CsW40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsW40T1S - Pa motions: CsW40T1S - CG motions:
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Bridge CsW40T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsW40T2F - Pa motions: CsW40T2F - CG motions:  
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Bridge CsW40T2F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsW40T2F - Pa motions: CsW40T2F - CG motions:
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Bridge CsW40T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





CsW40T2S - Pa motions: CsW40T2S - CG motions:  
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Bridge CsW40T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: CsW40T2S - Pa motions: CsW40T2S - CG motions:
 



















































































































































































Bridge SsC15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





Orthogonal; Pa motions: Non-orthogonal; Pa motions:
 
Figure B. 49(a) Bridge SsC15T2S – Non-orthogonal - Pa - force comparison 
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Bridge SsC15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: Orthogonal; Pa motions: Non-orthogonal; Pa motions:
 


















































































































































































Bridge SsC15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





Orthogonal; CG motions: Non-orthogonal; CG motions:  
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Bridge SsC15T2S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: Orthogonal; CG motions: Non-orthogonal; CG motions:
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Bridge SlW15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





Orthogonal; Pa motions: Non-orthogonal; Pa motions:
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Bridge SlW15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: Orthogonal; Pa motions: Non-orthogonal; Pa motions:
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Bridge SlW15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





Orthogonal; CG motions: Non-orthogonal; CG motions:  
Figure B. 52(a) Bridge SlW15T1F – Non-orthogonal - CG - force comparison 
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Bridge SlW15T1F - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: Orthogonal; CG motions: Non-orthogonal; CG motions:
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Bridge CsC40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





Orthogonal; Pa motions: Non-orthogonal; Pa motions:
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Bridge CsC40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: Orthogonal; Pa motions: Non-orthogonal; Pa motions:
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Bridge CsC40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal forces for incremental hazard





Orthogonal; CG motions: Non-orthogonal; CG motions:  














































































































































































Bridge CsC40T1S - maximum recorded longitudinal displacements for incremental hazard





Legend: Orthogonal; CG motions: Non-orthogonal; CG motions:
 
Figure B. 54(b) Bridge CsC40T1S – Non-orthogonal - CG - displacement comparison 
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APPENDIX C 
REDUCED DATA FROM PARAMETRIC ANALYSES 
 
 This appendix contains reduced data from the parametric analyses that is used to evaluate 
the performance of the different systems.  Tables C.1 – C.8 show tabulated displacements for 
each of the bridge variations, ground motion scale factors of SF =1.0 and 1.75.  Tables C.9 – 
C.16 contain tabulated base shears which are normalized with respect to the vertical load at the 
base.  Base shears for a scale factor of SF =1 are presented for the piers as well as the abutments.  
Maximum diaphragm forces are presented in Tables C.17 – C.20 and will be compared to the 
diaphragm capacities at a later stage of this project. Tables C.22 – C.27 at the end of this 
appendix contain sequence of damage results for each bridge system. These tables provide the 
reached limit states with the corresponding scale factor for longitudinal and transverse directions 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Tables C.22 – C.27 contain sequence of damage results for each bridge system. These tables are 
based on the sequence of failure plots shown in Chapter 6. Table C.21 shows the different limit 
states that occur with the bridge structures, and the limit states with appropriate scale factors for 
occurrence are shown.  Note that a more compact representation of the sequence of damage for 
different bridges is shown in Tables 7.5 -7.8 in Chapter 7.  
















EA - Elastomeric bearings slide at abutment P1 - Pier 1 yields 
EP - Elastomeric bearing slides at Pier 1 P2 - Pier 2 yields
RA - Retainer failure at abutment
RP - Retainer failure at Pier 1
Fb - Fixed (low-profile) bearing failure UA - Unseating of bearing at abutment
Bw - Backwall yielding UP - Unseating of bearing at pier
Acceptable as Level 3 fusing for quasi-isolationAcceptable for quasi-isolation
Discouraged for quasi-isolation
264
Table C.22 Detailed Sequence of damage for SsC bridges 
 
   
Bridge - SsC15T1F Bridge - SsC40T1F
LS EA P2 EP Bw LS EA Bw P2 P1 EP Fb
SF 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.5
LS EA P2 EP Bw LS EA Bw P2 P1 EP
SF 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 SF 0.5 0.75 1.5 1.5 1.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1
SF 0.75 1 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1 EP
SF 0.75 1 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 1.75
Bridge - SsC15T1S Bridge - SsC40T1S
LS EA P2 EP Bw LS EA Bw P2 P1 EP Fb
SF 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.5
LS EA P2 EP Bw LS EA Bw P2 P1 EP Fb
SF 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.5
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP UA1 UP1 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1 EP
SF 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.25 1.25 1.75
Bridge - SsC15T2F Bridge - SsC40T2F
LS EA EP P2 Bw Fb UA LS EA Bw UA P2 EP P1 Fb UP
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.5 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.25 1.5 1.75
LS EA EP P2 Bw Fb UA LS EA Bw P2 UA P1 EP Fb
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1.25 1.25 1.5 1.5 1.5
LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb RP UA1 UA2 UP1 UP2 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 EP P1 UA1 UA2 RP UP1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1 1.5 1.50 1.5 1.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1 1.00 1 1.5 1.5
LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb RP UA2 UA1 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 EP P1 RP UA1 UA2
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.25 1.25 1..5 1.5 1.75 1.75
Bridge - SsC15T2S Bridge - SsC40T2S
LS EA EP P2 Bw UA LS EA Bw EP P2 UA P1 Fb
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1.25 1.5
LS EA EP P2 Bw UA LS EA Bw EP P2 UA P1 Fb
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.75
LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb RP UA1 UA2 UP1 UP2 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 EP P1 UA1 UA2 RP UP1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.50 1.5 1.5 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1 1.00 1 1.5 1.5
LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb RP UA2 UA1 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 EP P1 RP UA1 UA2






























































































































































Bridge - SsW15T1F Bridge - SsW40T1F
LS EA EP P2 Fb Bw P1 LS EA Bw EP P2 P1 Fb
SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.00 1.75 SF 0.50 0.50 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.00
LS EA EP P2 Fb Bw P1 LS EA Bw P2 P1 EB Fb
SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1 1.25 1.25
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP LS EA1 EA2 EP Fb RA1 RA2 Fb
SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1 1.5 SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP LS EA1 EA2 EP Fb RA1 RA2 Fb
SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1 1.5 SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
Bridge - SsW15T1S Bridge - SsW40T1S
LS EA EP P2 Bw P1 Fb LS EA Bw EP P2 P1 Fb
SF 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1
LS EA EP P2 Bw Fb P1 LS EA Bw P2 P1 EP Fb
SF 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1.25 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1 1.25 1.25
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP UA1 UP1 UP2 UA2 LS EA1 EA2 EP Fb RA1 RA2 Fb UA1 UP1 UP2 UA2
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP LS EA1 EA2 EP Fb RA1 RA2 Fb
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
Bridge - SsW15T2F Bridge - SsW40T2F
LS EA EP P2 Fb Bw UA1 UA2 LS EA Bw EP P2 P1 Fb UA1 UA2 UP1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.5 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1 1 1.25
LS EA EP P2 Fb Bw P1 UA1 UA2 LS EA Bw P2 P1 EP Fb UA1 UA2
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25
LS EA1 EA2 EP Fb RA1 RA2 UA1 UA2 RP UP1 UP2 LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb UA1 UA2 UP1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1 1.5 1.50 1.5 1.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1.5 1.50 1.75
LS EA1 EA2 EP Fb RA1 RA2 UA1 UA2 RP LS EA1 EA2 EP Fb RA1 RA2 Fb UA2 UA1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1.5 1.75
Bridge - SsW15T2S Bridge - SsW40T2S
LS EA EP P2 Fb Bw UA1 UA2 LS EA Bw EP Fb P2 P1 UA UP1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.5 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1 1
LS EA EP P2 Fb Bw P1 UA1 UA2 LS EA Bw EP Fb P2 P1 UA
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 1.5
LS EA1 EA2 EP Fb RA1 RA2 UA1 UA2 RP UP1 UP2 LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb UA1 UA2 UP1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.5 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1 1.00 1.25
LS EA1 EA2 EP Fb RA1 RA2 UA1 UA2 RP UP1 UP2 LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb UA1 UA2 UP1

























































































































































Table C.24 Detailed Sequence of damage for SlC bridges 
 
   
Bridge - SlC15T1F Bridge - SlC40T1F
LS EA Bw P2 EP P1 LS EA Bw P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1
LS EA Bw P2 EP P1 LS EA Bw P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.25 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1.25 1.25
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb P1 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1 UA1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.25 1.25 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.25 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.25
Bridge - SlC15T1S Bridge - SlC40T1S
LS EA Bw P2 EP P1 LS EA Bw P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1
LS EA Bw P2 EP P1 LS EA Bw P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 1 1.25 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1.5 1.5
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb P2 P1 UA1 UA2 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.25 1.5 1.25 1.25 1.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.25
Bridge - SlC15T2F Bridge - SlC40T2F
LS EA EP Bw P2 UA LS EA Bw EP P2 P1 UA1 UA2
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.25 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 1
LS EA EP Bw P2 LS EA Bw EP P2 P1 UA1 UA1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb UA2 UA1 RP LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1 UA1 UA2
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.5 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb UA2 UA1 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1 UA1 UA1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.25 1.25 1.75 1.75
Bridge - SlC15T2S Bridge - SlC40T2S
LS EA EP Bw P2 UA LS EA Bw UA1 UA2 EP P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.25 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 1 1
LS EA EP Bw P2 LS EA Bw EP P2 P1 UA1 UA1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb UA2 UA1 RP LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1 UA1 UA2
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 1.5 1.25 1.25 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb UA2 UA1 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1 UA1 UA1

























































































































































Table C.25 Detailed Sequence of damage for SlW bridges 
 
   
Bridge - SlW15T1F Bridge - SlW40T1F
LS EA P2 Bw EP P1 LS EA Bw P2 P1 EP
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.75
LS EA P2 Bw EP P1 LS EA Bw P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.25 1.25 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb RP UA1 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1.25 1.25 1.75 1.75 SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1.25 1.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1.25 1.25 SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1 1.25 1.75
Bridge - SlW15T1S Bridge - SlW40T1S
LS EA Bw P2 P1 EP LS EA Bw P2 P1 EP
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.75
LS EA Bw P2 P1 EP LS EA Bw P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP UA2 UP2 RP UP1 UA1 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 1.25 1.25 1.5 1.75 1.75 1.75 SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.25 1.25
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.25 SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.75
Bridge - SlW15T2F Bridge - SlW40T2F
LS EA P2 EP Bw UA1 LS EA Bw P2 P1 UA EP
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.75
LS EA P2 EP Bw LS EA Bw P2 P1 UA
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP UA2 UA1 RP UP2 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP UA2 UA1
SF 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.75 1.25 1.25 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.25 0.75 0.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP UA2 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP UA2 UA1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.25 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25
Bridge - SlW15T2S Bridge - SlW40T2S
LS EA EP Bw P2 UA1 LS EA Bw P2 P1 UA EP
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.25 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.5
LS EA EP P2 Bw UA1 LS EA Bw P2 P1 UA
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP UA2 UA1 RP UP2 UP1 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb UA2 UA1 EP RP
SF 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1.25 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 1 1 1.25 1.5
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb UA2 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb UA2 EP RP UA1

























































































































































Table C.26 Detailed Sequence of damage for CsC bridges 
 
   
Bridge - CsC15T1F Bridge - CsC40T1F
LS EA Bw P2 EP LS EA Bw EP P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1.25 1.25
LS EA Bw P2 EP LS EA Bw EP P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1.75 1.75
LS RA1 RA2 EA1 EA2 Fb EP RP UP2 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1
LS RA1 RA2 EA1 EA2 Fb EP LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.25 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.25 1.25
Bridge - CsC15T1S Bridge - CsC40T1S
LS EA Bw EP P2 LS EA Bw EP P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1.25 1.25
LS EA Bw EP P2 LS EA Bw EP P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1.75 1.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP UP2 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1
SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1
SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.25 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.25 1.25
Bridge - CsC15T2F Bridge - CsC40T2F
LS EA EP Bw P2 UA LS EA Bw EP UA P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.25
LS EA EP Bw P2 LS EA Bw EP UA P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.5 1.75 1.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP UA1 UA2 RP UP2 UP1 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1 UA1 UA2
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.5 1.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 1.00
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP UA2 UA1 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1 UA1 UA2
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.25 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.25 1.25 1.75 1.75
Bridge - CsC15T2S Bridge - CsC40T2S
LS EA EP Bw P2 UA LS EA Bw EP UA P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.25
LS EA EP Bw P2 LS EA Bw EP UA P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 1.75 1.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb UA1 UA2 RP UP2 UP1 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1 UA1 UA2
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.5 1.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 1.00
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb UA2 UA1 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 P2 P1 UA1 UA2

























































































































































Table C.27 Detailed Sequence of damage for CsW bridges 
 
Bridge - CsW15T1F Bridge - CsW40T1F
LS P2 EA EP Bw P1 LS EA Bw P2 P1 EP Fb
SF 0.50 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.00 SF 0.50 0.50 0.75 0.75 1.50 1.75
LS P2 EA EP Bw P1 LS EA Bw P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1
LS RA1 RA2 EA1 EA2 EP Fb RP UP1 LS EA1 RA1 RA2 Fb EA2 EP
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.5 1.75 SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1
LS RA1 RA2 EA1 EA2 EP Fb RP LS EA1 RA1 RA2 Fb EA2 EP
SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.75 SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1
Bridge - CsW15T1S Bridge - CsW40T1S
LS P2 EA EP Bw P1 LS EA Bw P2 P1 EP Fb
SF 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.5 1.75
LS P2 EA EP Bw P1 LS EA Bw P2 P1
SF 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP RP UA1 UA2 UP1 UP2 LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP UA1 UA2 UP1 UP2
SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1.5 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75
LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 EP Fb RP LS EA1 EA2 RA1 RA2 Fb EP
SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1 1.75 SF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.25
Bridge - CsW15T2F Bridge - CsW40T2F
LS EA EP P2 Bw UA1 UA2 LS EA Bw P2 P1 UA1 UA2 EP Fb
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.5 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 1 1.25 1.75
LS EA EP P2 Bw LS EA Bw P2 P1 UA1 UA2
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1 1.75 1.75
LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb RP UA1 UA2 UP1 UP2 LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb RP UA1 UA2 UP1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.5 1.50 1.5 1.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.5 1.50 1.5 1.75
LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb UA2 RP UA1 LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb UA2 UA1
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.5 1.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.5 1.75
Bridge - CsW15T2S Bridge - CsW40T2S
LS EA EP P2 Bw UA1 UA2 LS EA Bw P2 P1 UA1 UA2 EP Fb
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1.5 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 1 1.25 1.75
LS EA EP P2 Bw LS EA Bw P2 P1 UA1 UA2
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 SF 0.5 0.5 1 1 1.75 1.75
LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb RP UA1 UA2 UP1 UP2 LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb RP UA1 UA2 UP1 UP2
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.5 1.5 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1 1 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25
LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb UA2 RP UA1 LS EA1 EA2 EP RA1 RA2 Fb UA1 UA2 RP
SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.5 1.75 1.75 SF 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 1.25 1.5 1.5 1.5T
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